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ABSTRACT

An important aspect of audio-video conferencing and hands free telephony is the

quality of the voice transmission. A microphone. array (beamformer) can be used to

improve voice quality, if the location of the talker is known. Determining the location

of a talker, referred to as passive source localization, is a difficult problem and is the

main focus of this thesis.

The first step in passive source localization involves estimating the difference in

signal propagation time to the various microphones. This is referred to as time

difference of arrival (TDOA) estimation. The TDOA estimates are then used to

estimate the source location, which involves solving a set of nonlinear equations.:

The thesis shows comparisons of generalized cross-correlation methods which are

used to estimate the TDOAs. The method selected for estimating the TDOAs involves

using the phase transform technique with weighted overlapped segment averaging.
The TDOA algorithm also includes conditions on the signal power and the physical

consistency of the estimates.

The location of the audio sources were determined using iterative techniques that .

solved the nonlinear equations. Two techniques were compared - Powell's method

and the simplex algorithm. The simplex algorithm was selected since it converged to

the minimum of the error surface with far fewer iterations than Powell's method.

Localization performance was evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations and real

acoustic data which were obtained from two different four-element microphone arrays

(rectangular arrays with 25 cm and 50 em microphone spacings). Generally, the

localization of a specific source with the 50 em array yielded a lower localization error

for a given TDOA estimate error than the 25 cm array. Localization error was also

generally smaller for sources closer to a particular array than sources further away.

Most of the localization error for a particular source away from an array manifested

itself as error in the range from the centre of the array. Thus, the range was difficult

accurately estimate, while the bearing (angle) could be accurately estimated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation for Research

Recently, there has been an increase in the need for audio-video conferencing
and hands free telephony. The development of wide bandwidth telecommunication

systems has fed this need, and made it possible for the simultaneous transmission of

data, audio, and video for multi-point real time teleconferences. A basic requirement.
of a real time teleconference is voice communication.

When multiple people at a single site participate in a teleconference, the received

voice quality from a single microphone can be severely degraded due to the presence

of reverberation and background room noise. A simple solution to this problem
is to provide a microphone for every participant. In this way, the amplitude of the

reverberation and room noisewill be very small compared to the desired speech signal.

However; this solution is not truly hands free and can become very impractical for a

large number of people [1].

A better solution is a system of microphones that can selectively "listen" to or

''focus'' on the current talker in a room. One of the main advantages of this approach is

that the received speech quality of the talker can be enhanced by reducing interference

from background acoustic noise, other talkers and reverberation of the sound within

the room.

One system that can focus on a signal in a specific volume of space thereby filtering
out signals from other points in space is known as a beamformer. Beamformers use

an array of spatially separated sensors to combine all of the output sensor signals in

such a manner as to accomplish the focusing [2].

Traditional beamformers can be implemented with an array of microphones to

1



listen to a certain location in space. This implies that the location that one wishes to

listen to is known beforehand. In a teleconferencing environment with many people,
often it is not possible to know the location from where a voice will originate. Also,
the talker may move around during speech, further complicating the task of focusing
the beamformer.

Therefore, a major requirement of an autodirective microphone system is to first

implement a subsystem that can passively localize an acoustic source. Once the

location of the acoustic source is found, a beamformer can be used to focus on that

location in space.

1.2 Passive Source Localization

There are two forms of localization, active and passive. Active localization involves

transmitting either an acoustic or electromagnetic wave, then localizing the target

based on the reflections of these waves from the target. Passive source localization

involves the detection of a source generated acoustic or electromagnetic signal by

"listening" only. 'I'he hardware needed for passive source localizers is much simpler

than that of their active counterparts. Passive localization requires only the use of

receivers, but active localization needs both receivers and transmitters. However,

the performance of passive loealizers can be much worse. In active detection, there

is a priori knowledge of the characteristics of the signal to be detected, whereas in

passive detection, the signal characteristics may be largely unknown. To implement
an acoustic localization system, a passive or "listen" only approach is needed.

There are two distinct successive processes to passive source localization: estimat

ing time differences of arrival of the source signal between multiple microphones and

estimating the source location from the time difference of arrival estimates. Passive

source localization (henceforth referred to as source localization) uses multiple, spa

tially separated omni-directional sensors. These sensor positions are assumed to be

known. By observing the output of each sensor and comparing the time difference of

arrival (TDOA) of each of these sensor signals, a set of nonlinear equations based on

2



the TDOAs can be solved to estimate the source location.

Currently, passive source localization using time difference of arrival information

is used in cellular talker location, Global Positioning Systems (GPS), sonar and geo

physics. An acoustic source localizer may also be used to automatically aim a video

camera towards a talker during a teleconference.

1.3 Research Objectives

. The objective of this research is to provide a practical and effective means of

passively localizing an acoustic source in a small conference room/office environment.

An accurate method of estimating inter-microphone time delays, plus a fast method

of solving for the source location from the time delay estimates will be explored.

Also, an array size and configuration that will yield accurate time delay and source

localization estimates will be designed.

Accurate time delay estimation with speech can be difficult in a real room envi

ronment due to multipath propagation and the directional nature of talkers. If the

direct path signal is not the dominant component of the acoustic source signal at one

or more of the microphones, the time delay estimates may be in error. When placing
.

sensors in a real environment, one must design an array that will allow both. time

delay estimates and source localizations that are accurate.

The accuracy of the time delay estimates also depends upon the type of time

delay estimation algorithm used. A good time delay estimation algorithm should

be able to identify the correct inter-microphone time delays over a period of speech.
The various factors within the time delay estimation algorithm that contribute to the

TDOA accuracy will be investigated.

Solving for the source location using time delay estimates is also difficult due to

the nonlinearity of the equations involved. The location of an acoustic source can

be described by a set of nonlinear equations. Because these equations are nonlin

ear, iterative methods are used to find the location of the source. The ideal source

3



localization algorithm should be able to both accurately and quickly estimate the

source location. Two iterative source localization algorithms, the simplex algorithm
and Powell's method are compared for speed and accuracy.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized into 6 chapters.

Chapter 1 provides the background material and motivation for the thesis. The

objectives of this research are also stated.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of time delay estimation. The generalizedmethod

of cross-correlation to obtain time delay estimates is introduced, along with some of

the problems encountered when performing practical time delay estimation. Some

possible solutions to these problems will also be presented here.

Chapter 3 describes the basics of source localization using time delay estimates.

Some common analytical methods of directly solving for source location from the time

delay estimates are described and compared with iterative methods. The mechanics

of Powell's method and the simplex algorithm, two iterative methods, are described.

Also, some practical problems' that arise when performing source localization from

time delay estimates are discussed.

Chapter 4 describes the hardware and software used to acquire the real acoustic

data needed to test the performance of the time delay estimation and localization

algorithms.

Chapter 5 describes the setup of the microphone' array and placement of the

sources that are used to test the source localization systems. The measures of per

formance and the tests to be performed on the time delay estimation and' source

localization algorithms are described. The results of each of the tests are presented

and discussed.

Chapter 6 summarizes the research performed and the results. Future work that

4



can be done to improve the aspects of the system is discussed.
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2. TIME DELAY ESTIMATION

OVERVIEW

This chapter will provide a brief overview of the principles behind time difference

of arrival (time delay) estimation. The estimated time difference of arrival (TDOA)
between the received signals at each pair of sensors in an array may be used to

calculate the position of an acoustic source if the positions of the sensors are known.

This chapter will present some techniques to perform time delay estimation, consider

some common practical problems encountered during real time delay estimation and

present some solutions to these problems.

2.1 Principles of Time Delay Estimation

Figure 2.1 shows a two dimensional cross-section of time delay estimation in three

dimensional space. The sensor positions are assumed to be known, and are. given

by (Xi, Yi, Zi) for i = 1, ... , N, where N is the number of sensors. The source is

located at (x" y" z,), and produces a signal s(t). This signal can be either acoustic

or electromagnetic in nature (henceforth the signal will be con!idered to be acoustic) ..
The signal received at the ith sensor is given by

(2.1)

where O!i is the attenuation factor of the channel from the source to the ith sensor,

di is the propagation delay from the source to the ith sensor, while �(t) is the

noise associated with each sensor, which is assumed to be uncorrelated, zero mean,

Gaussian random noise. This equation assumes that the signal received at each sensor

is a delayed and attenuated version of the source, and that the signal is not changed
in any other significant way during propagation. This assumption is valid for acoustic

6



signals in air, with little effect from multipath propagation interference. Figure 2.1

only displays the time delays that are referenced to the Nth microphone. This is

done for illustration purposes.

An observable variable in this system is the TOOA of the signals between the ith

and jth sensor, where i, j = 1, ... ,N. This is given for the noise free case by
.

(2.2)

Acoustic Source

� (z..g.,z.)
y-axis Acoustic Wavefront

Microphone 1
(a:b7/t,Zl)

. Microphone 2
(a:2' 7/2, Z2)

Microphone N
(ZN,7/N,ZN)

x-axis

Figure 2.1 Propagation of an acoustic signal to microphone
sensors.

From Euclidean geometry, the TOOA between the ith and jth sensor is given by

t'j = � (V(Xi - xs)2 + (Yi - Ys)2 + (z. - zs)2 - V(Xj - xs)2 + (Yj � Ys)2 + (Zj - zs)2) ,

(2.3)

where c is the propagation velocity of the signal in the medium1•

1 In air at 20°C, c � 343 m/s [3].
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Using Equation 2.3, source location can be determined using TDOA estimates. A

minimum of three independent TDOA estimates are needed to uniquely solve for the

source location. The locus of points that satisfy a constant time delay between two

sensors is a hyperboloid in three dimensional space. Three different time delay esti

mates will define three different hyperboloids. The intersection of these hyperboloids
is the location of the source [4]. Figure 2.2 shows an example of the intersection of

constant TDOA hyperboloids for a sample array configuration and source location.

This figure is an example of localization in two dimensions.

-1

2
- - -

o

tt2
tIS
t2S
Microphones

o
1

-2

Ambiguous Source Location

-3 -2 -1 0
x-8lds(m)

2 3

Figure 2.2 Localization of a source using a linear array in

two dimensions.

Note that due to the array configuration in Figure 2.2, the hyperbolas defining
the time delay estimates intersect at two distinct points. This causes an ambiguity
in the source location. Essentially, the linear microphone array cannot tell whether

the source is in front of it or behind it because the TDOA estimates are identical for

both source locations. This problem is discussed further in Chapter 3.
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2.2 Methods of Time Delay Estimation

To accurately solve for the source location, good estimates of the TOOAs are

required. Using the signal model in Equation 2.1, assuming that the noise is zero

mean and uncorrelated between each sensor, the cross-correlation, �j (r), between

the ith and the jth received signals is given by

14j(r) - E[Vi(t)Vj(t - r)]

(2.4)

where E is the expected value operator, Qi and Qj are the attenuation factors of the

channel from the source to the ith and jth sensors' and R,,(r) is the autocorrelation

function of s(t), which will have a peak at r
.

O. The function R•• (r - tij) has a

peak value at a time shift of tij. Thus, the value of the time delay at the peak of the

cross-correlation function between the ith and jth sensors will' give the time delay

between the sensors.

In practice, the cross-correlation function, 14j (r), cannot be found exactly because
ft is impossible to directly observe all the the ensemble functions that make up Vi(t)
and Vj(t). An estimate of the cross-correlation function must be.found from finite

.

observations of Vi(t) and Vj(t). We must therefore assume that the signals are ergodic
over some finite observation interval, T. Then, the estimate -of the cross-correlation

function can be given by the time average [5][6]
A 1 iT14j(r) = -T Vi(t + r) Vj(t) dt.

-r T
(2.5)

The next section describes a generalized framework for cross-correlation of signals,
known as the generalized cross-correlation (Gee) method [5].
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2.3 The Generalized Cross-Correlation Method

The cross-correlation between two signals can be related to the cross-power spec

tral density through the Fourier transform by

(2.6)

whereGij(!) is the cross-power spectral density between the ith and jth sensor signal.

H the signals received at the ith and jth sensor are given by Equation 2.1, the

cross-power spectral density will be shown by

(2.7)

When Equation 2.7 is transformed back into the time domain, it can be viewed

as a convolution of the autocorrelation of the source and a delta function occurring
at tij [5], given by

(2.8)

where 6(t) is the Dirac delta function and * denotes the convolution operator. This

equation is equivalent to Equation 2.4.

Practically, the sensor signals viet) and Vj(t) can be Fourier transformed to the

frequency domain and multiplied with each other to form estimates of cross-power

. spectral densities for i, j = 1, ... ,N. Because there is a finite observation time and

no knowledge about the signal ensemble, only estimates of the cross-power spectral

densities are available. That is,

(2.9)

where \ti(f) and V;(J) are the Fourier transforms of viet) and Vj(t), while * denotes

the complex conjugate.
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Estimates of Gij{l) must be used to find the time delay estimates, iij. These

time delay estimates vary from the true time delays tij because of factors such as

Gaussian noise, multipath propagation, correlated noise between sensors, and the

finite observation time of the sensor signals, Vi(t) and Vj(t).

Prefiltering may be performed on the cross-power spectrum estimate in the fre

quency domain simply by multiplying the cross-power spectrum by a filter frequency

response. Applying prefilters to the cross-power. spectral density estimates is also

known as the generalized cross-correlation. (GCC) method. The GCC function can

be given as follows [5]

(2.10)

The superscript, (G), in 14;)(1"), refers to the generalized cross-correlation method,
while P{I) is a prefilter function applied to the cross-power spectral density estimate.

Prefiltering can improve the accuracy of the time delay estimate, iij.

The prefilter P{I) may be thought of as two separate filters, where one filter is

applied to Vi(t) and the other is applied to Vj(t). That is, P{I) = Hi{l)HJ{I). The
prefilter is chosen so as to optimize certain performance criterion [5]. For example,
if P{I) = 1, the resultant GCC function becomes equivalent to the simple cross

correlation function given by Equation 2.6. A table of some commonly used GCC

prefilters is shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Commonly Used Prefilters.

Prefilter Name P{I) = Hj{l)HJ{I)
Simple Cross-Correlation (SCC) 1

Phase Transform (PHAT) 1

IGij(J)1
Smoothed Coherence Transform (SCOT) 1

JGii(J)Gjj(J)
Maximum Likelihood (ML) l'Yii{'�r[l-hij(/)( Gii(!)1

(I) GH(/)
'Yij =

-ia.. (I)Gjj(/)
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A block diagram of GCC frequency domain time delay estimation processing is
. shown in Figure 2.3.

V.(t)

FFT

Vj(t)

Figure 2.3· Frequency domain generalized cross-correlator

for the estimation of time delay.

Different types of signals call for different prefilters. The simple cross-correlator

(SeC) is commonly used because it is simple to implement. The smoothed coherence

transform (SCOT) processor can be interpreted as a prewhitening of both signals
before cross-correlation is performed. Prewhitening increases the bandwidth of the

signal spectrum and "sharpens" up the resulting cross-correlation. The phase trans

form (PHAT) also prewhitens both signals, but it results in a much sharper cross

correlation peak than either the SCC or SCOT processors. The maximum likelihood

(ML) processor is the "optimal" processor in the presence of uncorrelated Gaussian

noise. It accentuates the signal at frequencies for which the signal to noise ratio

(SNR) is the highest and suppresses the signal where the SNR is low.

Because knowing P(f) requires a priori knowledge of the signal and noise statis

tics, the prefilter is usually estimated from the signal when being used in. passive
detection.

2.3.1 Weighted Overlapped Segment Averaging

The generalized cross-correlation method requires accurate knowledge of the signal

spectrum to be effective. In practice, the spectrum must be estimated. A common way

of estimating the signal spectrum is to use Weighted Overlapped Segment Averaging

(WOSA) [7][28] ..
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This technique partitions the input data into L overlapping segments. Each data

segment is windowed with an appropriate window function to reduce spectral leakage.
The Fourier transform is then applied to each windowed segment of data. TheFourier

transforms for each segment aremultipliedwith each other to yield the cross and auto

spectral densities. Assuming that the data is stationary over the L segments, the

spectral densities can be averaged to yield a spectral estimate with a lower variance

than any single segment [7].

The WOSA estimate for the cross-power spectral density between signals received

at the ith and jth microphones is given by

A 1 L-1

Gij(J) = LTU L (FFT[vu(t)w(t)]) (FFT[Vlj(t)W(t)])*, (2.11)
1=0

where l is the current data segment, L is the total number of data segments to

average over, T is the observation time of each data segment, w(t) is thewindow or

weighting function used to reduce spectral leakage and U is the normalized power in

the window function, where U = � Ii w2(t) dt. The constant U acts as a normalizing
factor to remove any bias in the spectral estimate that may be caused by the window

function, w(t) [8]. The functions Vii and Vlj represent segments of different signals.
Each segment is usually overlapped by 50% onto the previous segment so that every

data point is nearly equally weighted in the calculation of the weighted overlapped

segment average.

The choice of L depends on the length of each segment, which in turn depends on

the length of time that the source being localized remains physically stationary. It

is assumed that speech sources will remain physically stationary over a few hundred

milliseconds at the most, and only during periods where a word or syllable is spoken.

The choice of the length of each segment, the type of window and the. value of L is

discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
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2.4 Problems of Practical Time Delay Estimation

When performing time delay estimation in the real world, the signal model of

Equation 2.1 cannot be assumed. Often, extra noise causes the peak in the generalized
cross-correlation function to shift from its true value. This will give the wrong time

delay estimate and therefore the incorrect source location. This section describes

some of the practical difficulties in performing time delay estimation.

2.4.1 Multipath Problem

One way that that the signal model in Equation 2.1 often differs from a real

environment is the presence of echoes caused by the reverberation of the sound from

the walls, ceiling, floor and various objects within a room. The microphone signal will

then not simply be the source signal delayed by a certain time, but many versions of

the acoustic source, each delayed and attenuated by a different amount. The signal
received by the ith sensor is now given by [18]

M

Vi(t) = E aims(t - �m) +�(t),
.

m=O
(2.12)

where M + 1 represents the number of paths present from the source to the ith mi

crophone, aim is the attenuation factor due to the propagation of each signal from .

the source to the microphone (including the original signal and the multipath ver

sions), �m is the propagation delay along the mth path from the source to the ith

microphone, while 1li(t) is the noise associated with each microphone. In this multi

path representation, m = 0 corresponds to the direct path from the source to the ith

microphone, while m = 1, ... ,M represent the multiple paths due to reverberation .

.

Multipath signals will manifest themselves as extra peaks in the autocorrelations

of each received signal at a microphone. Extra peaks will also occur in the cross

correlation of the received signals between the two different microphones. The degree

to which multipath propagation affects time delay estimates depends upon the atten

uation factors Cl!im, and the TDOA of the direct path components and the multipath
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components between different microphones signals. These factors ultimately depend

upon the material composing the ceiling, floor, walls and objects within the room,

the geometry of the room and the source-array configuration.

One condition where multipath signals can complicate the time delay estimation

process occurs if the multipath TDOA between two microphones is very close to

the direct path TDOA for these microphones. The cross-correlation peaks for the

direct-direct path and multipath-multipath components of each microphone signal
can merge. This will tend to pull the location of the peak away from the direct

path TDOA [9]. This phenomenon is known as bias. In addition, after the peaks
have merged, the cross-correlation peak will essentially broaden. The variance of the

TDOA estimate will then increase because of the broader peak.

Figure 2.4 shows the cross-correlation between two hypothetical microphone sig
. nals, each containing a direct path and a multipath component. The height of the

resultant cross-correlation function is not to scale, but is only meant to illustrate the

relative heights of the various cross-correlation components .

. The source signal in Figure 2.4 is a single wideband pulse. The direct path com

ponent of the source signal arrives at microphone 2 before microphone 1. Sometime

later, the multipath component arrives at microphone 2..Due to the room and source

geometry, the TDOA between the multipath components is smaller than the TDOA

between the direct path components. This causes a small multipath-multipath cross

correlation peak to appear in the resultant cross-correlation function. If these signals
were. not simple wideband pulses, the direct-direct path peak and the multipath

multipath peak could merge. This would bias the position of the peak, and the

variance of the TDOA estimate would increase because of the resultant broadening
of the cross-correlation peak.

Another condition where multipath signals can complicate accurate time delay

estimation is when the cross-correlation occurs between direct path. components and

multipath components of two different signals. Typically, the direct path component
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Microphone 1

Direct path component

Cross-eorrelation of Signals 1 and 2

Direct 2 - Multipath 1

Multipath component Direct 1 - Direct 2

time Direct 1 - Multipath 2

Microphone 2

Direct path component .

Multipath 1 - Multipath 2 time delay
Multipath component

time

Figure 2.4 Cross-correlation of signals containing multipath

components.

of a signal is received at the microphone before the multipath component. When

cross-correlation is performed between two microphone signals, the cross-correlation

peaks due to the direct-multipath interference between the two-signals will occur long
after the cross-correlation peak due to the direct-direct path. Since the power in the

multipath signal is usually less than the power in the direct path signal, the direct

multipath cross-correlation peak will be lower than the direct-direct path peak, and

an accurate time delay estimate can be obtained. However, ifmany multipath signals
arrive at each microphone at approximately the same time, the direct-multipath cross

correlation peak may be larger than the direct-direct path peak due to the addition

of the many multipath signals. This will cause the time delay estimation algorithm
to yield an incorrect estimate.

Figure 2.4 also shows the results of a direct-multipath component cross-correlation.

If the power in the multipath component relative to the direct path component is

increased, or if many more multipath components are present, the direct-multipath
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cross-correlation peak may become higher than the direct-direct path peak. This can

lead to an inaccurate time delay estimate.

The degree to which a multipath signal is attenuated by reflection from the walls

and objects within the room can affect time delay estimates. If the multipath signals
are not significantly attenuated, the cross-correlation peaks due to direct-multipath
and multipath-multipath components may be large, yielding an erroneous time delay
estimate. Conversely, if the multipath components are significantly attenuated, the

direct-direct path cross-correlation peak will be much larger than any other peak in
.

the cross-correlation. function, yielding a correct time delay estimate. In a typical

office environment, where carpet is present on the floor, the multipath components

of signals can be attenuated significantly.

In a small to medium size conference room/office environment, the effects of mul

tipath signals are present, but can be minimized from a localization perspective.

Multipath signals are more likely to be present at the end of a spoken word than at

the beginning. If the time delays near the end of the word are estimated incorrectly,
it is very possible that these time delays will not make physical sense. One way that

the time delays may be checked for errors is that the estimated delay may be greater.

than the maximum physically realizable delay based upon the array configuration. If

this happens, that time delay estimate can be disregarded. Also, by exploiting the

redundant time delay estimates available from the multiple microphones, it is possible
to check if the time delays are consistent with one another. This process is described

in Section 2.4.6. If the time delay estimates are inconsistent due to multipath effects, .

these estimates may also be disregarded.

2.4.2 Observation Time

When performing time delay estimation on speech signals, the microphone signals
are only observed for a finite observation period, T, before being cross-correlated

with each other. Since practical cross-correlation assumes the signals are ergodic, a

longer observation period will make the finite period cross-correlation tend towards
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the "true" cross-correlation function. Thus, longer observation periods will make time

delay estimates more accurate.

The length of the observation time needed depends upon the bandwidth of the

signal. Signals need to have large time-bandwidth products to .produce accurate

cross-correlation functions. That is,

BT>1, (2.13)

where B is the bandwidth of the signal over observation time T [10]. By increasing
the observation time of the signals, the time-bandwidth product of the signals can

be increased, since the bandwidth of the signals cannot be controlled. Typically, the

observation time needed for speech signals to yield accurate time delay estimates is

in the order of hundreds of milliseconds.

Figure 2.5 shows speech signals from two different microphones in a four micro

phone array. These speech signals are a portion of the word ''two''. The true time

delay between these microphone signals is -0.69 ms or -13.8 samples at a sampling

.. frequency F. = 20 kHz {the signal arrives at microphone 2 before microphone 4}.
The length of each data segment is 512 samples, or 25.6 ms. Performing a simple
normalized cross-correlation on these two segments reveals Figure 2.6. By inspection,
the peak value of the cross-correlation occurs at a positive delay {instead of a negative

delay}, thus the time delay has been estimated incorrectly.

When the observation time of both signals is increased to 2048 samples or 102.4 ms,
as in shown in Figure 2.7, the peak of the resultant normalized cross-correlation

function, Figure 2.8, between the two speech signals occurs at the correct time delay

(quantized to the nearest integer sample delay). By increasing the time-bandwidth

product, the resultant cross-correlation function becomes more immune to the effects

of finite observation time and the peak more accurately reflects the true time delay
estimate. Note that the microphone signals in Figure 2.5 are contained within the

signal segments shown in Figure 2.7.
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Care must be taken to not select T to be too large. The source is assumed to be

physically stationary over the length of the observation period. As the observation

period increases, the probability of the sourcemoving significantly also increases. This

will cause a change in the true time delay over the lengthof the observation interval.

However, this change will not be noticed because the cross-correlation function tends

to "average" the time delay estimates over the entire period. Thus, the resultant time

delay estimate will be neither the "original" nor the "newer" time delay, but some

average of the two. Also, the larger the observation time, the more processing power

is neeeded to perform the cross-correlations between signals.

2.4.3 Correlated Noise

The original signal model given by Equation 2.1 assumes that the signal at each

sensor has zero mean Gaussian uncorrelated noise. Because the sensors are usually
connected to each other through common electronics, it is often the case that the

noise at each sensor is not entirely uncorrelated. If zero mean common noise, n(t)
exists at two sensors, the cross-correlation of the resultant signals at the ith and jth
sensors is given by

(2.14)

The peak of the noise autocorrelation will be at T = O. The height of this peak

is equivalent to the noise power. However, the maximum of Rss(T - tij) will occur at
T = tij. If the noise power is sufficiently high, the addition of Rnn (T) to the value of

R,,(T - tij) at T = 0 will be greater than the value of R,,(T - tij) at T = tij. This

will cause an incorrect estimate of the time delay between the two sensors.

This problem can be avoided by ensuring that the electronics of the sensors are

designed to minimize common or correlated noise. This is further explained in Chap
ter 4.
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2.4.4 Directional Sources

The signal model of Equation 2.1 assumes that the acoustic source is a perfect

point source, radiating sound equally in all directions. For a real person speaking,
sound is radiated in the direction of a cone from the mouth .

.

If the angular spread of the microphone array as seen from the source is too great,

the signals received at each sensor cannot be modelled by Equation 2.1. In this case,

some microphones may receive the signal due to the direct path first, followed by the'

multipath versions, while other microphones will receive only the multipath versions

due to the lack of a direct path (the speaker may have his head turned from these

microphones). Performing time delay estimation between two sensors which received

different versions of the source (direct path and multipath) will yield incorrect time

delay estimates.

If the angular spread of the microphone array as seen from the source is not

too great, the signals received at each microphone will be due to the direct path.

Performing time delay estimation between microphones will give a correct estimate

of the value of the direct path propagation difference between the source and the two

microphones (assuming multipath amplitude is small).

The problems of time delay estimation due to the directional nature of the acoustic

sources can be minimized by effectively planning the microphone placement. There

is.a balance to be struck between a wider separation of sensors to ensure a small error

in localization, and a smaller separation to minimize the problems of the directional

acoustic sources. Localization error is further explained in Chapter 3. The problems

regarding directional sources will only be dealt with in a qualitative manner in this

thesis.

2.4.5 Quantized Time Delay Estimates

Practical time delay estimation is performed digitally. An analog to digital con

verter (A/D) converts the analog electronic signals into digital form so that gener-
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· alized cross-correlations may be performed on them by a computer or digital signal

processor.

The consequence of using the maximum cross-correlation peak between two digital

signals to estimate time delay is that the resolution of the time delay estimate is now

limited only to integer values of the sampling period. This quantizes the time delay
estimates to the nearest integer sample time delay closest to the true cross-correlation

peak. Figure 2.9 shows an example of how the quantization of the time domain mi

crophone signals can result in a cross-correlation peak which is not an integer sample

period. The two analog microphone signals, Vi(t) and Vj(t) are sampled at discrete in
tervals. The resultant cross-correlation function between the two analog microphone

signals is f4f) (T), while the the digital representation of the cross-correlation function
can be given by f4f) (m).
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FigUre 2.9 Quantization of time delay estimates.

Source locations calculated from quantized time delay values can vary significantly
from the true source locations. One solution to this problem is to increase the sam

pling frequency so that the resolution of the time delay estimates is smaller. However,
this causes a prohibitive increase in the number of computations needed to calculate

the. cross-correlation with an increased number of samples. Multirate techniques can
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also be used to interpolate between samples, but this can increase the complexity of

the time delay estimation process [18].

A commonmethod of interpolating the time delay between samples involves fitting

a parabola to the three highest points on the digitized cross-correlation function. The

parabola may be used to interpolate the value of time delay between the samples [11].
The time delay estimate can be expressed in terms of two components, iij = Pij + 6ij,
where Pij is an integral multiple of the sampling period and 6ij is the fractional part
of the delay estimate, 16ijl � 0.5. The estimate of 6ij is found by fitting a parabola

to the three samples of�f>(m) about Pij. This yields
A

•• _
�f> (p + 1) - �f\p - 1)

6., - 2[-�f)(p + 1) + 2RJf>(p) - RJf>(p - 1)]' (2.15)

Using this method to interpolate time delay estimates will always yield a lower

error from the true time delays than if the quantized time delay estimates are used.

2.4.6 Inconsistent Time Delays

In an array ofN microphones, it is possible to extract redundant information from

the NC2 = N(�-l). possible time delays to check to see if the measured time delays
are "consistent" with one another. For example, in a 4 element microphone array, all

the 4(4;1) = 6 time delays are measured. The time delay between the 1st and the 2nd

microphones, t12, can also be reconstructed from combinations of other time delays.

(2.16)

Thus, there are three ways of estimating t12 for this 4 element array. If two of the

three estimates agree with each other within a certain limit, while the third estimate

is different from the other two, the most likely estimate for t12 can be the mean of

the first two measurements (assuming the difference between them is small).

This redundant information can be used to flag "anomalous" or ''inconsistent''
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measured time delays. Because of the noise present in real world time delay estimates

due to multipath signals or electronic noise, it is not unusual that one of the measured

time delays may be in large error with the true time delay. If the error in one of the

measured time delays is large, but the error in the other time delay measurements

are small, it is possible to use the redundant information to heuristically detect the

anomalous measurement.

This heuristic time. delay error detection scheme essentially calculates, for. each
time delay measurement, all possible ways of computing that time delay from the

other time delay measurements. By comparing the statistics of the computed time

delays with each other and to the actual measured time delays, the anomalous mea

sured time delay that is inconsistent with the other measured time delays can be

identified.

All the other possible ways of computing a certain time delay, tt using other time
delay measurements may be calculated as follows:

tt = tilc + tlej i, j, k = 1, ... ,N

i :f: j; i,j:f: k

i<j

(2.17)
.

where

{tile i < k
tilc =

-tile i > k

and tt represents the N - 2 possible ways of calculating tij from the other time delay .

measurements.

The main objective of the heuristic time delay inconsistency detection algorithm
is to "flag" the time delay measurement which is inconsistent with the rest of the time

delay measurements. The anomalous measurement, tij, can then be replaced by the

mean of all the other N - 2 possible time delay estimates, tfj for that measurement.
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In a four element array, only one anomalous time delay estimate may be corrected

using the redundant time delay estimates. If there is more than one time delay mea

surement error, the algorithm does not have enough information to decide which time
.

delay value is more likely. However, it can decide that the time delay measurements

are inconsistent with each other and that all measurements should be disregarded.

During these observation periods, no source localization can be performed.

One problem with this heuristic time delay inconsistency detection scheme is that

the algorithm does not take into account how the time delays may be in error or what

processes caused the error. It only knows that the time delay estimates are physically
inconsistent with one another. Therefore, it is possible that if the majority of time

delay estimates are in error but are physically consistent with each other, the time

delay error detection scheme will fail to detect any errors.

This time delay inconsistency detection scheme may be used in conjunction with

information regarding the power level in each signal to yield accurate time delay esti

mates most of the time. This process is described in Section 5.2.7.. The inconsistent

time delay algorithm can aid the source localization procedure by ''throwing away"
time delay estimates that will give erroneous source locations. During periods of low

signal to noise ratio (SNR), it is more likely that some of the time delay estimates

will be erroneous than during higher SNR periods. This algorithm is especially use

ful during these low SNR periods. Low SNR periods can be caused by multipath

effects, insufficient signal observation time, directional sources, and extra noise at the

microphones.

The heuristic time delay inconsistency detection algorithm is explained in detail

in Appendix A.
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3. SOURCE LOCALIZATION OVERVIEW

As stated in the last chapter, once time difference of arrival measurements have

been made between at least three independent sets ofmicrophones, the source location

may be calculated using Equation 2.3.

There are source localization methods currently available that do not need ex

plicit calculations of the time delay estimates. These methods are based upon the

eigenvalue decomposition of the cross-correlation matrix between signals received at

each microphone [12][13][14][15][16]. However, these methods will not be considered

here.

. Solving directly for source location from values of time delay estimates is very dif

ficult, because Equation 2.3 describes a quadric (nonlinear) equation. These quadric

equations describe hyperboloids in three dimensional space. A constant time delay

value between two. sensors represents the surface of the hyperboloid. When .three
independent time delay estimates are used to calculate the source location, the inter

section of the three hyperboloids is being determined.

This chapter will briefly describe some common methods of solving the nonlinear

time delay equations. Two methods of iteratively solving for source location, Pow

ell's method and the simplex algorithm, will be presented. Also, some problems of

performing practical source localization using time delay estimates will be discussed.

3.1 Methods of Source Localization from Time. Delay Esti

mates

Generally speaking, the methods of source 'localization from time delay estimates

may be divided into two categories, direct and iterative methods. Direct methods
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attempt to solve the source localization equations directly from the time delay esti

mates, while iterative methods evaluate some error criterion multiple times until the

error is minimised.

3.1.1 Direct Methods of Source Localization from Time De

lay Estimates

The hyperboloid surfaces that describe constant time delays in three dimensional

space are nonlinear, making it difficult to directly solve the set of equations that

describe the intersection of these surfaces. However, if the surfaces are approximated

by straight lines, it is relatively easy to calculate the intersection between the multiple

straight lines.

This method is known as the linear intersection method. If the assumption is made

that the source is in the far field, that is, if the source distance is much greater than

the intersensor spacing, the straight lines representing the direction angles become

asymptotic to the hyperboloid representing the constant time delay between the two

sensors. If the directions for multiple sensor pairs are found, the best fit intersection

between them can be calculated .. This is the calculated source location [17].

Figure 3.1 shows an example of the intersection of constant TDOA hyperboloids
for a sample array configuration and source location in two-dimensional space. Beside

each TDOA hyperboloid is a solid line representing the linear asymptote to that

hyperboloid. In this case, the asymptotes intersect close to the intersection of the

true TDOA hyperboloids. Note that for this array configuration, an ambiguity in

the source location exists. Methods to resolve this ambiguity will be discussed in

Section 3.2.2.

The linear intersection approach generally fails in the near field, since this method

assumes that the source emits plane waves, and thus is valid only in the far field.

Acoustic sources actually radiate spherical waves, which may result in a significant
error between the source location calculated using the linear intersection method and

the true source location. Even with its shortcomings, this approach still remains one
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Figure 3.1 Asymptotes of hyperbolas representing constant

time delays between microphones.

of the most common methods of source localization using time delay estimates due

to its simplicity.

Other direct methods make use ofmultiple weighted least squares fits to the time

delay estimates. This has shown to perform even better than the linear intersection

method [19].

3.1.2 Iterative Methods of Source Localization from Time

Delay Estimates

An iterative approach is often better than closed form solutions for solving sets of

nonlinear equations. The advantages of iterative algorithms are many. Theyare often

mathematically and intuitively simpler than their closed form counterparts. Also, no

assumptions have been made about the distance of the source away from the sensors,

thus, near or far field source locations may be solved.
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The main disadvantage of iterative methods is that the number of iterations re

quired to converge may be large, depending upon the method used and the system

being solved. Therefore, the main objective when using any iterative algorithm is to

choose the algorithm such that convergence to the correct solution is possible with

few iterations and simple calculations.

A common method of iteration is based on minimizing the squared error between

two variables. In a source localization system, the measurable variable is the time

delay estimate between the ith and jth sensor, iij' Using Equation 2.3, it is easy

to calculate the hypothesized time delay between the ith and jth sensor, iij, for a
hypothesized source location, (x" y" is), This is given by

iii = � (.j(Xi - i,)2 + (Yi - y,)2 + (Zi - i,)2 - .j(Xj - i,)2 + (Yj - Ys)2 + (Zj - i,)2) .

(3.1)

By minimizing the error between the measured time delays and hypothesized time

delays, a hypothesized source location which best fits the measured time delays can

be found. A commo� measure of error is the squared error, otherwise known as the

L2 norm. The L2 norm equation between . iii and iij is given by

i=Fj

j>i
(3.2)

This equation will be minimized to zero when the hypothesized time delays equal
the measured time delays. When this happens, the hypothesized source location,

(is, 'Us, is), will be equivalent to the source location which best fits the measured time

delays, iij' For the case of zero error between the measured time delays, tij, and the

true time delays, tij, the hypothesized source location will be equivalent to the true

source location, (x" Y" z,) when Equation 3.2 is zero, assuming there is no source

location ambiguity.

The basic problem that all iterative source localization methods solve is the loca

tion of the minimum of Equation 3.2. There are currently many different methods
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· available to find this minimum.

A simple procedure to find the minimum is to evaluate the error surface for a

grid of points in a certain constrained area. Although simple, this method is so
.

computationally expensive that it is not even considered in all but the smallest search

areas.

The family of steepest descent methods can be used to search the � norm error

surface along the direction of the surface's fastest decrease. These methods require

derivatives of the error surface [20], which can considerably complicate the calcula

tions.

The chosen iterative source localization algorithm must be. simple to evaluate

at every iteration, and must also minimize the number of error surface evaluations.

The two methods which were used in this work, Powell's method and the simplex

algorithm, will be described in the following two subsections.

3.1.3 Powell's Method

Powell's method is a common iterative method for finding the minimum of a multi

dimensional error surface by direct evaluation of that surface. The basis of Powell's

method is to successfully minimize the error surface from a starting point along a one

dimensional line until the function minimum is found [20][21]. This involves obtaining
a set of directions and minimizing the surface along each direction in succession.

The trick with Powell's method is to provide ameans ofupdating a set of directions

that can minimize the number of error surface evaluations involved and still arrive at

the correct surface minimum. There are many sets of directions that exist that will

cause Powell's method to perform far more iterations than other direction sets, and

arrive at an incorrect minimum.

Conjugate directions are used to alleviate the problem of arriving. at incorrect min

imum points. These directions have the special property of linear independence with

each other, so that minimization along one direction is not "spoiled" by minimization
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along another direction.

Mathematically, given a function I(xi, xi' ,XN) ofN independent variables, the

necessary condition for directions u = (Ul' 'U2, , UN)T and v = (VbV2,'''' VN)T to

be mutually conjugate to each other with respect to the matrix A Is

uTAv=O, (3.3)

where A is the Hessian matrix at a point P given by

2 () {PI
Aii = VIP =

8 8 .,
. Xi Xi p

(3.4)

where i, j = 1, ... ,N. For example, ifA is the identitymatrix, u and v are mutually

conjugate with respect to the identity matrix, and are therefore also orthogonal to

each other.

Powell derived a procedure for determining the mutually conjugate directions that,

upon minimizing the error surface in these directions, will lead to the minimum of

. the surface. This' procedure does not require the gradient of the function, only the

value of the function at certain points upon the surface [22].

The basic procedure for Powell's method is given as follows:

Given an error surface that is a function of N dimensions, a starting point in N

dimensions, Po, and a set of directions Ui, where i = 1,; .. ,N, the minimum of the

error surface can be calculated. Initially, the directions u, are set equal to the basis

vectors for N dimensional space, E!i.

1. Starting at Pi-I! the minimum along the direction Ui, i = 1, ... ,N is calculated.

This point is called Pi.

2. The direction u, that had the largest decrease in the error surface from Pi-1 to

Pi is then discarded in favour of the average direction travelled PN
- Po. This
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direction of largest decrease is not always discarded however. Sometimes all of

the old directions are kept without replacing one of the old directions by the

new average direction.

Define 10 = I(Po), IN = I(PN), the function at an extrapolated point further

along the new proposed direction as IE = 1(2PN - Po), and the magnitude

of the largest decrease along one particular direction as AI = max I/(Pi-1) -

I(Pi)l, i = 1, ... , N.

The old directions are kept without modification if [20][23]

(a) IE > 10, or

(b) 2(10 - 21N + IE)(/o - IN - A/)2 2: (10 - IE)2A/.

3. The minimum along the new direction PN
- Po from PN is calculated and set to

Po. The basic procedure then starts all over again from Po using the directions

11i, which mayor may not include the new direction PN - Po.

4. The search for the final minimum is terminated when IPN - Pol falls below a

.

certain distance threshold.

Powell's method also requires an algorithm to minimize a function in one dimen

sion along a certain direction. A common method of accomplishing this is Brent's

method. Brent's method is a hybrid of parabolic interpolation and a golden section

search for a function of one dimension. Because Brent's method is a hybrid of two

methods, it can find a minimum in one-dimension faster than either parabolic inter

polation or the golden section search method alone. Brent's method for finding a

minimum in one-d�ension is detailed in [20] and [21]. This method is standard, and

will not be described here.

3.1.4 Simplex .Algorltbm

The simplexmethod (also known as the NeIder-Mead simplexmethod) for function
minimization uses a simplex to find the minimum of an error surface [24]. A simplex is
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a geometric figure that exists in N dimensional space and contains N+ 1 vertices. For

example, in three dimensional space, a simplex would consist of four vertices. Each

vertex of the simplex represents points on the error surface given by Equation 3.2.

The basic idea behind the simplex algorithm is that the minimum of a function's

surface can be found by moving the vertices of the simplex around and replacing high
error vertices with lower error ones. This process repeats until all the vertices of the

simplex are physically close to each other.

The vertices move along the error surface through one of only four basic move

ments: reflection, expansion, contraction, and shrinkage. These mechanisms are il

lustrated in Figure 3.2 [25].
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Figure 3.2 Two-dimensional simplex illustrating the· four

mechanisms of movement. B-W-O is original
simplex, B = best error vertex, W =-worst error

vertex, 0 = other vertex, R = reflected vertex,

E = expanded vertex, C = contracted vertex,

S = shrunken vertices.

Through these movements, the simplex "crawls" or "oozes" down the surface to

the minimum, much like how an amoeba might move. The specific way that the

simplex moves is illustrated with the flowchart given in Figure 3.3 [25][26].

To begin the simplex search in N dimensional space, N+ 1 initial simplex starting

points must be chosen. These points must be noncoplanar with each other so that
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ization.
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the minimum will be searched for in all dimensions of interest. The initial simplex

points are chosen such that

Pi = Po + A� i = 1, ... , N, (3.5)

where Po is the initial starting point guess of the simplex, Pi are theother N initial

simplex starting points, A is a guess constant based upon the problem's characteristic

scale and � are the N basis vectors [20).

Once these points on the simplex are chosen, the movement of the simplex along
the error surface can commence. First, the error surface at each of the N+ 1 simplex

vertices is evaluated and ranked from lowest (best) error to the highest (worst) error.
The worst error vertex is then discardedand a replacement vertex is chosen where the

error is lower. This is first done by evaluating the "reflected" point from the worst

error vertex. The reflected point is the reflection of the worst error point about the

centroid of the remaining simplex.points. The reflected point is calculated by

Prell = (1 + a)P - aPworsh (3.6)

where Prell is the reflected point, P is the centroid of all the simplex points excluding
the worst error vertex, Pworst is the worst error vertex and a is a positive constant

referred to as the reflection coefficient, typically equal to 1 (0 < a � 1). The reflected

point about the simplex centroid (not including the worst error point) is denoted by

an "R" in the two dimensional simplex of Figure 3.2 .

.

The error surface at the reflected point is now evaluated and compared to the

best error vertex, as shown by the detailed flowchart of the simplex algorithm in

Figure 3.3. If the reflection has resulted in a lower (better) error than the previous

best error vertex, . the expanded vertex is calculated. This is done to check if the

simplex is on a "downhill" slope. The expanded vertex is calculated as follows:

PeqJ = ,,(Prell + (1- ,,()P, (3.7)
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where Pu:p is the expanded vertex and "( is the expansion coefficient, typically 2

("( > 1). The expanded vertex is denoted by an "E" in the two dimensional simplex

given in Figure 3.2.

If the expanded vertex is calculated, the error at this point is compared to the

reflected vertex. If the expanded vertex is indeed better than the reflected error

vertex, the expanded vertex is accepted and the worst error vertex is rejected. If

the expanded error vertex is worse than the reflected error vertex, the reflected error

vertex is accepted and the worst error vertex is rejected.

However, if the error surface at the reflected vertex is higher (worse) than the

best error vertex but lower (better) than the worst error vertex, the reflected vertex

is kept and the worst error vertex is rejected. The previous steps are explained in the

flowchart of Figure 3.3.

If the error surface at the reflectedpoint was worse than the worst error vertex, a

contracted vertex is calculated. The contracted vertex is calculated as follows:

Pcontr = {3PUJ()f'st + (1 - (3)P, . (3:8)

where Pcontr is the contracted vertex and {3 is the contraction coefficient, typically
0.5 (0 < (3 < 1). The contracted vertex is denoted by a "C" In the two dimensional

simplex of Figure 3.2.

If the error surface at the contracted vertex is lower (better) than the error at the

worst error vertex, the contracted vertex is accepted while the worst error vertex is

rejected. If the contracted vertex still does not yield a point on the error surface that

is lower (better) than the worst error vertex, all vertices but the best error vertex are

contracted in the direction of the best error vertex. This operation is called shrinkage.
The shrunken vertices are given by

p. _
Pi + Pbest

,-
2

' (3.9)
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where i = 1, ... ,N and Phe,t is the best error vertex. The shrunken vertices are

denoted by the letter "S" in the two dimensional simplex example ofFigure 3.2.

Once the original worst error vertex has been replaced with another lower error

.

point, the simplex termination criteria are evaluated. The criteria used to stop the

simplex search can vary. The search can be terminated when the value of the error

surface at each of the simplex vertices is below a preset threshold. Since the location

of the source is of interest, the search is stopped when two different criteria are met.

First, the average distance from the centroid of the simplex to each simplex ver

tex is calculated and compared to a preset threshold. Second, the sample standard

deviation of the distances of each of the vertices from the centroid is calculated and

compared to a threshold value. IT both these criteria are true (smaller than the

thresholds), the simplex search is terminated. The calculated source position is the

centroid of the simplex at termination time. If anyone of the criteria are false, the

movement of the simplex starts over again as shown in Figure 3.3.

The simplex algorithm produces results with far fewer iterations than other nu

merical techniques {24). It is also more flexible. For example, other error surfaces,
such as the absolute value of the error (L1 norm) can be searched, rather than using
the L2 norm. The L1 norm tends to work better than the L2 norm for cases where one

.

or two of the TDOA estimates have large errors (perhaps due to multipath signals or

other point noise sources).

As is, the simplex algorithm will search all space for the minimum of the time

delay error surface. If a priori information is known about the location of the source,

the simplex search can be physically constrained within a certain bound. This bound

is used to keep the simplex inside a certain area or volume. This is done by artificially

setting the error surface of the area or volume outside of the bound to a high value.

In this way, any time the simplex crosses the border, a contraction will immediately

pull the simplex back inside the boundary [24].
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3.2 Problems of Practical Source Localization

Inherent in any source localization procedure is finite error between the estimated

and true source locations, There are many factors that can influence localization

error. This section describes some of the major causes of source localization error.

3.2.1 Localization Error Due to Sensor and Source Locations

Associated with every possible array shape and source location.is a unique error

surface formed by the error between the measured time delays and the hypothesized
time delays, given by Equation 3.2. The source location that corresponds to the

measured time delays can be thought of as the point in space where this error surface

is a minimum (zero). Alternatively, the source location can be interpreted as the

point of intersection of the multiple measured TDOA hyperboloids. However, due to

factors such as Gaussian noise, multipath signals and quantized time delay estimates,

there will be a finite error between the measured time delay estimates and the true

time delays. This will cause a corresponding error between the true source location

and the estimated source location. The amount of localization error depends upon

factors such as the accuracy of the measured time delay estimates, the array shape
and sensor spacing, and the true location of the source relative to the array.

When the source is relatively far away from the array, the TDOA hyperboloids
defined by the true source location and the true position of the sensors will intersect in

a nearly parallel fashion. In this situation, the intersection point of the hyperboloids
will be very sensitive to even the smallest changes in the the time delay estimates.

That is, a very small change in the time delays (the measured time delays are in

error with the true' time delays by some small amount) can change the estimated

source location by a large amount. For far field situations, the localization error will

generally manifest itself as error in the range or distance of the source from the centre

of the array. There will also be some error in the angle or bearing of the source from

the centre of the array, but it will be small when compared to the range error.

As the source-array distance decreases, the TDOA hyperboloids tend to intersect
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each other in an increasingly nonparallel fashion. This will cause the estimated source

location to be more immune to the effects of errors in the measured time delays. For a

corresponding time delay estimate error, the localization error should be smaller for a

near field source than a far field source (or a large array compared to a small array).
However, the corresponding localization error not only depends upon source-array

distance, but also the relative orientation of the source to the sensors.

Larger array sizes and near field sources generally decrease the localization er

ror because the TOOA hyperboloids tend to intersect each other at larger angles

(nonparallel). This in turn.makes the intersection point (estimated source location)
increasingly immune to 'the effects of time delay estimate perturbations.

The amount that perturbations in the time delays affect the estimated source

location depends upon the orientation and intersection ofthe TOOA hyperboloids,
which is a function of the sensor placement and the source location. Theoretical

equations have been derived to evaluate the error in localization given a certain error
.

.

'in time delay [27]. However, only a qualitative analysis will be given here to show

how sensor placement affects source location accuracy. In Chapter 5, Monte Carlo

simulation results will show how the errors in time delay estimates affect the estimated

source location for certain array shapes and true source locations.

Most of the localization error for far field sources manifests itself in the error in

the range of the source from the centre of the array. Thus, the angle or bearing· from

the centre of the array is easily estimated within a small error, while the distance from

the centre of the array (range) is very difficult to estimate accurately [28]. This is a

common problem with all passive source localization systems. The localization error

for near field sources cannot be expressed simply in terms of error in the range and

bearing directions. Near field sources need more complex descriptions to characterize

localization error. These descriptions are not considered in this. thesis.
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3.2.2 Location Ambiguity

If the sensors in an array are spatially placed in N dimensions (N. < 3), the time

delay estimates between the sensors do not provide enough information to uniquely
localize the source in three dimensions. There will be a location ambiguity in the

remaining 3 - N dimensions in which the array is not present. Specifically, the time

delay estimates will be such that a minimum in the error surface will exist at 23-N

locations.

For example, for a one dimensional linear array spanning the x direction on the x

axis, the source location as obtained from the the time delay estimates could be either

(x" y" z,), (x" --y" z,), (e, y" -z,) or (x" -y" -z,). The time delays between the

ith and the jth sensors, tij, given by Equation 2.3, do not discriminate between these

locations.

Figure 2.2 illustrates such ambiguity in in the +y and -y directions for a one

dimensional linear array spanning the x direction. Due to the two dimensional nature

of the plot, the ambiguity in the +z and -z direction cannot be seen.

To reduce the �biguity in the y direction, the array is expanded to two dimen

sions (both x and y). If there is to be absolutely no location ambiguity, the array

should be expanded to three dimensions. It should also be noted that the location
.

ambiguity can be ignored if the source location is constrained to only a certain area.

For example, for the array in Figure 2.2, if the source is known only to be in the

+y and +z directions, the linear array is sufficient to uniquely localize the source.

Thus, a two dimensional array spanning the x and y dimensions will suffice for a small

conference room/office localization system if it is known that the z position of all of

the talkers is constrained to a single side of the x-y array in the z dimension.

3.2.3 Uncertainty in Microphone Locations

All source localization methods that employ time delay estimation rely on the

precise location of each microphone. If the microphone locations are in error from
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the presumed location, the estimated source location calculated from the time delay
estimates between microphones will also be in error. The amount that the calculated

source location will be in error depends on a complicated relationship between the

position of the microphones, the amount and direction of error of each microphone,
and the location of the source.

A lack of a direct analytical relationship relating the error in the microphone posi
tions to the estimated source location error makes it difficult to predict the amount of

source location error due to the microphone positional uncertainty. Some expressions

for localization error due to sensor perturbation have been developed for underwater

environments, but they assume that the sensors are perturbed about a mean value

with a certain variance (simulating the waves in the water) [9]. In a small confer

ence room/office environment, the positional error of the microphones will not vary
in a known matter. Thus, there is no way to tell to what extent the source location

estimates are in error.

In a practical source localization system, the microphone positions should be

known as accurately as possible. It is acceptable to only know the microphone posi

tions relative to one another. In this fashion, the source location can be found relative.

to one of the microphones. For example, in a conference room/office environment, the

microphones may be attached to a wall or a mechanical assembly. The microphone

positions must be fixed relative to each other in order to have a point of reference to

localize an acoustic source.

3.2.4 Noisy Time Delay Estimates

Powell's method' and the simplex algorithm, as with other source localization

algorithms, are only as good as the time delay estimates that are input to them.

Incorrect or noisy time delays can cause significant error in the estimated source

location. Because the estimated source location is so sensitive to errors in the time

delays, it is imperative that the time delay estimates be as accurate as possible.
Section 2.4 describes some of the reasons why time delay estimates can be noisy. The
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Monte Carlo simulations in Section 5.4 show the effects of noisy time delay estimates

upon source localization error.
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4. ACOUSTIC DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The source localization algorithms described in the previous chapters have been

tested on real acoustic data collected in a small conference room/office environment.

This chapter describes the acoustic data acquisition system needed to test the time

delay estimation and source localization algorithms. The acoustic data acquisition

system is intended to acquire realacoustic data with multiple microphones, then

process this data offline in non-real time. This is a first step towards implementing a

working real time source localization algorithm on a DSP.

4.1 Hardware Implementation

Acoustic data was acquired using microphones which were connected through

amplifiers and filters toa multichannel A/D converter. This A/D converter was

connected to a digital signal processor, which simultaneously recorded all the incoming

digitized voice signals from the A/D. The system was chosen to have four microphones
because of the four channel capability of the A/D converter. All circuits were built

on a single-sided copper clad, perforated circuit board, and soldered together using

point-to-point wiring.

Amplifiers were needed to convert the sub-millivolt level microphone signals to a

voltage range suitable for input to the A/D. Lowpass filters were used to attenuate

the higher frequency components of the input signal. This was done so that when the

signal was sampled, the remaining frequency components would be less than half the

sampling rate and aliasing would be avoided. Highpass filters were used to remove

DC bias and attenuate noise from lower frequencies (such as 60 Hz).
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Figure 4.1 Simplified block diagram of the hardware sys

tem.

The hardware system consisted of three distinct parts. A basic block diagram of

the hardware for the acoustic data acquisition system is shown in Figure 4.1. The

first part consisted of the microphones and a pre-amplifier board. Each microphone
in the system was connected to its own pre-amplifier board. The second part was

a single multichannel main filter/amplifier board. A long cable was used to connect

each individual microphone and pre-amplifier to this board. The cables allowed each
.

microphone to be spatially separated from the main electronics and the other micro

phones. The main filter/amplifier board contained four channels to filter and amplify
the microphone signals. The four channel output of this board was then fed into a

four channel A/D converter. A DSP read the digitized signals from the A/D, then
transferred the data to a file on the PC. The A/D, DSP and PC made up the third

distinct part of the hardware system.

The following subsections describe each of the blocks in. Figure 4.1 in greater

detail. The circuit schematic for the first and second parts of the hardware system

. (microphone/pre-amplifier and main filter/amplifier) is given in Appendix C. This

schematic only shows one of the four channels in the system. Appendix D gives

the combined frequency response of the pre-amplifier and main filter/amplifier board
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for all four of the channels. The overall frequency response of each channel in the

hardware system was nearly identical, with a total peak voltage gain of approximately

389, or 51.8 dB. The half power bandwidth of the system was approximately 5300 Hz

(comer frequencies of 180 Hz and 5500 Hz).

4.1.1 Microphones

The microphones used were Panasonic omni-directional electret condenser micro

phones (WM-60AY). These microphones were very small (6 mm diameter x 5 mm),
and had a frequency sensitivity range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Electret microphones
consist of a field effect transistor (FET) and a high voltage internal electret mem

brane. The main advantage of electret microphones is their small size and the fact

that a high voltage bias supply is not needed, only a single sided +5 V supply.

The microphone was physically connected to the next stage of the hardware with

an unshielded 26 AWG twisted pair copper wire approximately 10 em long. The mi

crophone wire length was kept short tominimize any electrostatic and electromagnetic
interference in the wire [29J .

. ·4.1.2 Pre-Amplifier Board

The microphones were connected to a pre-amplifier board as shown in Figure 4.1

and the detailed circuit schematic in Appendix C. In order for the electret mi

crophones to operate, they had to be biased to +5 V, which was supplied by the

pre-amplifier board. The bias arrangement for the microphone consisted of a simple

voltage divider between a resistor and the microphone. The resistor value was equiv

alent to the output impedance of the microphone, 2.2 kO. A large capacitor was then

used to remove any DC component of the signal while still passing the lower audio

frequencies.

The microphone output signals were typically at the sub-millivolt level. These

microphone signals had to be pre-amplified before being sent through a longer cable

to the main amplifier/filter board. The purpose of this pre-amplifier was to avoid
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the degradation of the signal's SNR due to electromagnetic noise pickup by the ca

ble. The pre-amplifier consisted of a 2N3904 NPN transistor used in an emitter bias

configuration. A transistor, rather than an op-amp, was chosen for the pre-amplifier
because of its simple design and only a single-sided power supply would be needed.

The transistor amplifier provided a voltage gain of roughly 9 to the microphone sig-
.

nals. On the output of the transistor amplifier, the signal was once again passed

through a large DC blocking capacitor to remove any bias while still allowing the

lower audio frequencies of the signal to pass.

The power supply on the pre-amplifier board was a +9 V battery run through a

p.A78L05 voltage regulator. This voltage regulator produced a constant voltage of

+5 V. This was the voltage which was used to bias the microphones and to provide a

power supply for the transistor amplifier. The p.A78L05 was only capable of supplying

100 mA of current, but because the transistor amplifier and the microphone bias

arrangement required such small amounts of current, it was sufficient. Also, all power

supplies in the hardware system were decoupled using 0.1 p.F capacitors.

If the microphone signals from different channels were cross-correlated with com

mon noise present, the resulting time delay estimates would be inaccurate, as de

scribed in Section 2.4.3. Common or correlated noise in the four channels was reduced

through the use of the voltage regulators and the separate pre-amplifier.battery sup

plies. The separate battery supplies allowed the noise in each microphone signal due

to the power supply bias arrangement to be uncorrelated from channel to channel.

In addition, extra supply-signal isolation was achieved through the use of the voltage

regulators, which removed any AC variation in the voltage. supplied to the micro

phone bias arrangement. If any AC components were present in the power supply,
these components would be mixed with the microphone signal, passed by the DC

blocking capacitors, and amplified by the pre-amplifier. A power supply with com

mon AC components between each channel would then cause inter-microphone time

delays of zero.
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4.1.3
.

Main Filter/Amplifier Board

The pre-amplifier output was connected using 30 gauge shielded twisted pair wire

to the main filterIamplifier board. Because the length of this cable was fairly long

(� 2.5 m), shielded twisted pair conductors were used to minimize electromagnetic
interference.

The purpose of the main filterIamplifier board was to appropriately condition the

signals from the pre-amplifier board for the AID converter. This included filtering

the signal for anti-aliasing and noise purposes, and amplfying the signal so that the

full input voltage range of the AID converter was occupied.

The first part of the main filterIamplifier board was an amplification stage consist

ing of a p,A 348 quad operational amplifier. This can be seen in Figure 4.1 as "G2",

and in the hardware system circuit schematic of Appendix C as "Amplifier 2". All

four pre-amplifier signals were brought to a different op-amp on this IC. The signal
was amplified by a voltage gain of approximately 14, and actively lowpass filtered with

a first order RC filter. The comer frequency of this filter w� approximately 34 kHz.

�he sampling rate of the AID converter was expected to be only 20 kHz (meaning
the maximum frequency component in the signal should be only 10 kHz). Thus, this
filter was not designed for anti-aliasing, but only to reduce very high frequencynoise

with a simple implementation.

The amplified signal was then passed through an anti-aliasing lowpass filter. This

filter was a 4th order Bessel lowpass filter implemented with a single TL082 IC.

The TL082 contained two wide bandwidth JFET operational amplifiers. This low

pass filter is labeled "4th Order Lowpass Filter" on the circuit schematic diagram
.

of the hardware system given in Appendix C. The lowpass filters were of the equal

component value Sallen-Key type [30]. A Bessel filter was chosen to preserve the

phase information in the voice signal so that the intelligibility of the voice would be·

retained. Bessel filters simply add a linear phase, or a constant delay, to the signal.

The comer frequency for the lowpass filter was set to approximately 5500 Hz.



The comer frequency was made this small because the rolloff of Bessel filters is very

gradual. Although 4th order filters have a theoretical rolloff rate of 24 dBloctave,
practically the rolloff for Bessel filters only approaches the theoretical value for fre

quencies much higher than the corner frequency. For frequencies close to the corner

the rolloff rate may only be half of the asymptotic value. Since the highest frequency

components in the signal can only be 10 kHz (for a 20 kHz sampling frequency),
the 5.5 kHz cutoff was sufficient to eliminate most of the effects of aliasing. Also, a

5.5 kHz cutoff ensures a voice quality better than the existing telephone system.

The next stage of the main filterIamplifier board was an amplification stage. This

stage is denoted by "Gs" in the hardware block diagram given in Figure 4.1. and

"Amplifier 3" in the circuit schematic in Appendix C. A single inverting op-amp

from a TL082 IC was used to provide a voltage gain of about 4 at this stage. All

components on the main filterIamplifier board were made removable so that the gain
and filter response could be easily varied.

The final stage of the main filterIamplifier board was a 2nd order high pass fil

ter. Because of interference from 60 Hz noise, it was decided to filter out the lower

.
frequencies of the. audio band. This 2nd order Bessel highpass filter has a frequency
cutoff of approximately 180 Hz.

After every stage on the main filterIamplifier board was a DC blocking capacitor

which removed any DC bias that the signal may have gained in that stage. These

capacitors were large electrolytic capacitors that ensured that DC components were

blocked but lower audio frequencies were not significantly attenuated.

4.1.4 AID Converter

Once all the microphone signals were filtered and amplified, they were passed
into the multichannel AID converter to be digitized. The AID converter used was

a Spectrum Signal Processing PC Daughter Module Carrier Board (DMCB) [31],
resident in a 200 MHz Pentium PC. This board was equipped with two dual channel

Burr-Brown analog daughter modules (DM) providing four channel input and output
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capability.
-

Each A/D converter was 16 bit with a voltage range of::l:3 V. All four channels

could be synchronously sampled with a maximum sampling rate of 200 kHz. . An

application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) was contained on the DMCB to interface

the daughter modules to the DSP card. The DSP card is described in Section 4.1.5.

When the microphone signals were sampled, the data was passed to registers

aboard the DMCB. When these registers were full, a hardware interrupt was generated
on the DSP by the A/D. The servicing of this interrupt is described in Section 4.2.1.

4.1.5 DSP Platform

The DSP platform used to simultaneously record the sound from all four mi

crophones was Spectrum Signal Processing's QPC/C40 motherboard, resident in

a 200 MHz Pentium PC. The board supported four modules, each consisting of a

TMS320C40 (C40) floating point DSP and on-module RAM. Each DSP was capable

of executing 20 million instructions per second (MIPS) with a 40 MHz clock resident

on the QPC/C40 motherboard. The C40 contained 32 bit address and data buses

[32].

Communication between the DSP and the A/D DMCB took place through a

parallel expansion bus (DSPLINK2) which was memory mapped to one of the C40

modules. Thus, the data from the DMCB could be read without the I/O bus on the

PC. The QPC/C40 could communicate with the PC through a 16 bit interface. This

interface was used to download programs from the PC to the DSP, and to transfer.

data to and from the PC and DSP.

For the simultaneous recording of sound from the four channels, only one of the

C40 processors was used. The processor in module Site A of the QPC/C40 was the

only processor equipped to access the DSPLINK2 bus, and therefore the A/D.
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4.2 Software Implementation

A functional block diagram of the four channel sound recorder software imple

mentation is given in Figure 4.2. The complete source code is given in Appendix E.
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Figure 4.2 Functional block diagram of the data acquisition

software.

The software was divided into two programs, each running independently on the

PC and the Site A C40 DSP. The program running on the e40, "record40.c", per

formed the input for the signals from the AID converter and transferred them to

the PC. The program on the PC, ''record.c'', acted as the user's interface to the

DSP. This program transferred recording parameters to the DSP, and received and

stored the recorded data from the DSP. A more detailed description of the software

implementation is given in the following two subsections.

4.2.1 C40 Data Recorder

The recording program resident on the C40 DSP is a fairly simple program. This

program was initially downloaded from the PC via the parallel communication ports
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and the Link Interface Adapter (LIA) on the QPC/C40. One of the C40's six parallel

communication ports was connected to the PC via the LIA, allowing direct communi

cation between the C40 and the PC [33]. The functional block diagramof.the software

system given in Figure 4.2 shows the communication between-the DSP and the PC.

Appendix E contains the complete source code for the C40 program, "record40.c".

The "main" program initially executed an "lACK" command, to allow external

interrupts on the C40. Global interrupts were disabled while the interrupt vector

table pointer was explicitly set and the 1I0Fl external interrupt vector was installed

in the interrupt vector table as the function "c_int04". When a hardware interrupt

from the A/D occurred, the function "c_int04" was executed.

Before the external interrupts were enabled, the "main" program read in the

sampling rate and the amount of data to record from the PC via the C40 parallel
communication ports and the LIA. This information was then used to initialize the

DMCB to synchronously sample all four channels at the specified sampling rate.

After the interrupts were enabled, the "main" part of the C40 program entered

a continuous do-nothing loop. After �very sampling period of the A/D, an interrupt
occurred and the function "c_int04" was called. This function read the four digitized

signals from the input registers on the DMCB. Once these signals were read from the

A/D, the C40 wrote them out to the PC using the parallel communication ports and

the LIA.

4.2.2 PC Data Recorder

The program running on the PC initially downloaded the DSP program to the

DSP. Once this was completed it prompted the user to input the sampling rate and

the amount of data to record from the microphones. The PC sent this information

to the DSP through the LIA. A basic block diagram of the PC data recorder and

its interaction with the C40 recorder is shown in Figure 4.2. Appendix E gives the

complete source code for the PC data recorder program, ''record.c''.
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The PC data recorder then allocated enough memory through the expanded mem

ory manager to store the amount of data specified by the user. The program entered

a loop which polled the C40's internal interrupt enable register (lIE). When the mi

crophone data was output from the C40 to the PC via the parallel communication

ports, a flag was set in the IIE. IT this flag was set, the PC read the data from the

DSP and stored it in a buffer in the PC's expanded memory.

Once all data was read from the DSP, the PC stored the data buffer in a user

specified file, along with a header specifying the amount of data, sampling rate and

the number of channels that were recorded. The data was stored as 16 bit signed

integers, representing the voltage range between ±3 V. The data was then ready to

be processed by MATLAB.
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5. LOCALIZATION SYSTEM TESTING

PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Chapters 2 and 3 described the basic theory behind source localization using time

delay estimates. Chapter 4 described the acoustic data acquisition system used to

test the source localization algorithms. This chapter will describe the experimental

setup and the testing objectives and procedures used to evaluate the performance of

the time delay estimation and source localization algorithms. The results of each test

will then be presented.

5.1 Array and Source Location Setup

Real acoustic data from an array had to be collected by the system described

in Chapter.4 to test the source localization system. Since this system was intended

to be used in a small conference room/office environment, the TRLabs conference

room in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan was chosen to test the localization system. The

dimensions of this room were 5.87 m x 4.35 m x 2.78 m. In addition to fitting the

size requirements, the TRLabs conference room was chosen for its qualitatively low

echo and background noise and its proximity to the TRLabs computer and hardware

testing facilities.

Four microphones were used to form two different array configurations. Both

configurations were square in the x-y plane and constrained to a single plane in the z

(vertical) direction. The first array consisted of elements spaced 25 em apart, while

the second array used a spacing of 50 em between microphones. From here, these two

arrays will be referred to in this document as the 25 cm array and the 50 cm array.

Both arrays were positioned in the centre of the x-y plane of the room, on a table

approximately 83 em above the floor. The origin, (0,0,0) m, was on the floor in the
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centre of the room. Table 5.1 gives the coordinates for each microphone in each array.

Table 5.1 Microphone Locations.

Microphone (Xi, Yi, Zi) (m)
25 cm Array 50 cm Array

1 (-0.125, +0.125,+0.83) (-0.25, +0.25, +0.83)
2 (+0.125, +0.125, +0.83) (+0.25, +0.25, +0.83)
3 (-0.125, -0.125, +0.83) (-0.25, -0.25, +0.83)
4 (+0.125, -0.125, +0.83) (+0.25, -0.25, +0.83)

For each array configuration, sound at each of the microphones was recorded for six

different acoustic source placements. These sources were constrained to a single plane
.

in the z direction (1.16 m), which was different from the z plane of the microphones

(0.83 m). The source locations were spaced 1 m apart from each other in both the x

and y directions. Table 5.2 gives the true coordinates of each acoustic source. Each

acoustic source was directed towards the centre of the array.· Figure 5.1 shows a top·
view of the layout of the acoustic sources and microphone positions for the 25 cm

array in the TRLabs conference ro�m. The microphone numbering for the 50 em

array is done in the' same manner as the 25 cm array.

Table 5.2 True Source Locations.

Source (x" y" z,) (m)
1 (+0.50, +0.50, +1.16)
2 (+1.50, +0.50, +1.16)
3 (+2.50, +0.50, +1.16)
4 (+0 ..50, +1.50, +1.16)
5 (+1.50, +1.50, +1.16)
6 (+2.50, +1.50, +1.16)

The acoustic source used was a male voice sitting at each of the source positions.

The two phrases that were used for each source location were "one -. two - three"

and "a - b - c - d". These phrases were simultaneously recorded at each mi-
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Figure 5.1 Top view of the source and microphone locations

for the 25 em array.
.

crophone for each of the source positions and array configurations using a sampling
rate of Fa = 20 kHz. The recorded sound was saved in files for post-processing in

MATLAB.

The first step to accurately localize an acoustic source is to perform accurate time

delay estimation on the signals at each microphone. A measure of the accuracy of

the time delay estimates is obtained by comparing these estimates to the ''true'' time

delays. The true time delays are the inter-microphone delays that one would expect

for a given source location and known microphone positions if only a direct path is

considered and there is no noise present. The ''true'' time delays can be calculated

by Equation 2.3. The squared error (L2 norm) between the true time delays and

the time delay estimates is a good method of testing the accuracy of both the time

delay estimates and the time delay estimation method. If a large number of time

delay estimates are close to the true time delays, the time delay estimation method

is working well.



The squared error is a.function of the accuracy of the time delay estimationmethod

and the time delay estimates themselves. The true time delays can be affected by

uncertainty in the source and microphone locations, while the time delay estimates

are affected by uncertainty in the sensor locations and the time delay estimation

method, as well as other factors discussed in Section 2.4. Therefore, when using the

squared error as a measure of accuracy, the source and microphone positions must be

measured very accurately to ensure that the true time delays are actually the "true"

time delays.

The squared error between the true time delays tii and the time delay estimates

iii between all of the microphones is given by

E=
i¥:j

j>i
(5.1)

Since time delays can change over time due to a moving acoustic source (or a
different acoustic source in a different position), the speech signal is processed in

time segments. It is assumed that the acoustic source is spatially stationary during
a small time segment. This assumption is valid for a small conference room/office
environment where the location of each speaker remains approximately constant over

short periods of time « 250 ms), such as a single spoken word. A short, one syllable
word is approximately 250 InS in length.

The squared error given in Equation 5.1 is used to evalua.te the effects of varying

different processing parameters on the time delay estimates over a period of time.

Ideally, the squared error will be very low during periods of speech. An acceptable

squared time delay error for the four element array and a sampling rate ofF, = 20 kHz

is approximately 2 sample periods (0.1 ms). A squared error larger than this yielded
source localizations which were relatively inaccurate. Several aspects of the time delay
methods were compared with each other, and the method yielding the lowest squared
error over the longest segment of time during periods of speech was used as the time

delay estimator. These aspects included the type of cross-correlation method used,

the size of each segment of data, the type of window function used, the number of
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segments that the cross-correlation function was averaged over, and whether the time

delay estimate should be interpolated between samples.

A single acoustic source was used to evaluate the effects of varying the time delay
estimation parameters on the squared time delay error. The acoustic source used

was the phrase "one - two - three", spoken at source location 4 using the 25 cm

array. Figure 5.2 shows this sound signal at microphone 1. All time delay estimation

performance measures in the following subsections were evaluated using this acoustic

source.
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Figure 5.2 Sound signal ("one - two - three") at micro

phone 1 using the 25 cm array and source posi

tion 4.

The time delay estimation method that was finally implemented used the phase
transform (PHAT) method of cross-correlation, a sampling rate of F, = 20 kHz with

M = 2048 samples, each weighted with a 50% overlapped Hamming window and

L = 3 segment averaging. In addition, each time delay estimate was interpolated by
the parabolic fit method explained in Section 2.4.5. The reason for these choices are

explained iii the following subsections.
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5.2.1 Selecting the Time Delay Estimation Method

Some of the common methods ofgeneralized cross-correlation were compared with

each other to choose the time delay estimation method that gave the lowest squared
error over the longest period of time These methods were listed in Table 2.1, and are

repeated here in. Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 Commonly Used Prefilters.

. Prefilter Name P(f) = Hi(f)H;(f)
Simple Cross-Correlation (SCC) 1

Phase Transform (PHAT) 1
IGij(J)1

Smoothed Coherence Transform (SCOT) 1

JGii(J)Gjj(J)
Maximum Likelihood. (ML) l'Yidfll2

[l-hij (J)12]1Gij (1)1

( ) Go;(J)
'Yij f =

.JGii(J)Gjj(J)·

Figure 5.3 gives a comparison of four common prefilters used ill the generalised
cross-correlation method used to estimate time delay: simple cross-correlation (SCC),
the phase transform (PHAT), the smoothed coherence transform (SCOT), and the
maximum likelihood estimator (ML). A window size of 102.4 ms (2048 samples at

Fs = 20 kHz) was Used and averaged with. two previous 50% overlapped windows

(L = 3 segment averaging). Each data segment was multiplied with a Hamming
window of the same size before performing the cross-correlations. Also, the parabolic

interpolation method was used to more accurately estimate the time delays.

Figure 5.3 shows that during periods of speech, the power in the microphone.

signals is significant. enough to yield a squared time delay error that is much lower

than during periods without speech. During periods without speech, only noise is

present in the microphone signals. Therefore, any time delays that are estimated

over periods of no speech will be in great error. This explains why the squared error

is so high during periods without speech.

Figure·5.3 also shows that the phase transform method and the smoothed coher-
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Figure 5.3 Effect of the type of cross-correlation method

used on the time delay squared error of real

acoustic data. F, = 20 kHz, segment size = 2048

samples, 50% overlap, Hamming window, L = 3

segment averaging, parabolic interpolation.

ence transform are much better than the maximum likelihood and the simple cross

correlation method for estimating time delays from the real acoustic data. The phase

transform method (PHAT) was chosen for implementation since it had a slightly bet- .

ter performance and was easier to implement than the smoothed coherence transform.

5.2�2 Effects of Segment Size on Time Delay Estimation

One of the first issues that must be resolved when choosing a time delay estima

tion method is the choice of data segment size used for estimating time delay. To

accurately estimate 'the time delay, the signals must meet the time-bandwidth prod

uct requirement given in Equation 2.13. Since the bandwidth of the signal cannot be

controlled, the observation time must be increased to increase the time-bandwidth

product.
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The observation period cannot be .too large, however. The acoustic source must

remain spatially stationary over the observation period to accurately estimate the

time delay. If the source moves during the observation period, the true time delay
will not be constant. Thus, the resulting time delay estimate for that period will be

inaccurate. The resulting time delay estimate will be some "average" of the various

time delays over the course of the period (as the source moves).

Figure 5.4 compares the time delay squared error for two different data segment

windows: 1024 points and 2048 points (F, = 20 kHz). These two window sizes

correspond to an actual time length of 51.2 ms and 102.4 ms respectively. The data

was weighted with an appropriately sized Hamming window before cross-correlation,

and processed with L = 3 segment averaging with a 50% overlap using the phase
. transform (PHAT)·method and parabolic interpolation. The total length over which

the data was averaged was 102.4 ms (for 1024 point segments) and 204.8 ms (for 2048

point segments).

Figure 5.4 illustrates that a window size of M = 1024 samples at F, = 20 kHz

(51.2 ms) is not as good as a window size of M = 2048 samples (102.4 ms) at min

imizing the squared error during periods of speech. Note that the larger window

minimizes the error more consistently and for longer periods than the smaller win

dow. However, in a small conference room/office environment where the only acoustic
sources are people that are sitting and talking, an observation period of 102.4 ms (2048
points) is small enough to avoid the effects of the source moving significantly over the

observation period.

5.2.3 Effects ofWindow Type on Time Delay Estimation

Windows are applied to each data segment before the cross-correlation of the
.

microphone signals is performed. This is done to reduce the amount of spectral

leakage in the spectrum of the signal [34]. The spectrum of the signal data segment

can be interpreted as the spectrum of the signal convolved with the spectrum of

the window function. If the time domain window function has sharp transitions {as
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Figure 5.4 Effect of the window size on the time delay

squared error of real acoustic data. PHAT

method, F. = 20 kHz, 50% overlap, Hamming

window, L = 3 segment averaging, parabolic in

terpolation.

with the rectangular window), its spectrum will contain high sidelobe levels. When

this time domain window is multiplied by the microphone signal, significant spectral .

leakage will result, distorting the resulting cross-correlation and time delay estimation

results.

When the generalized cross-correlation is performed as in Equation 2.10, the re

sulting time delay estimates will be more accurate when a "smoother" time domain

window function is used. Smoother window functions have smaller sidelobe levels in

the frequency domain, reducing the amount of spectral leakage when convolved with

the signal spectrum in the frequency domain..

Figure 5.5 shows the time delay squared error for signals processed with a rectan

gular window (no window) and a Hammingwindow function. The data was processed

using a phase transform (PHAT) method at F. = 20 kHz with an M = 2048 sample
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window, a 50% overlap, L = 3 segment averaging and parabolic interpolation .
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Figure 5.5 Effect of the window type on the time delay

squared error of real acoustic data. PHAT

method, Fa = 20 kHz, M = 2048 samples, 50%

overlap, L = 3 segment averaging, parabolic in

terpolation.

Figure 5.5 shows that the presence of a window that can reduce sidelobe levels

and spectral leakage is clearly important. The rectangular window is insuffiCient for

this task because the time delay squared error is not minimized to the same level

throughout the duration of the speech period. The Hamming window causes the

squared error to be minimized for most of the speech period, and is therefore used

for the time delay estimation of all of the signals.

5.2.4 Effects of Segment Averaging on Time Delay Estima

tion

Another parameter that can be modified to change the performance of the time

delay estimation process is the number of cross-correlations segments that are aver-
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aged. This is explained in Section 2.3.1. Averaging ofmultiple segments is performed
to reduce the variance of the cross-power spectral densities. This in tum reduces the

variance of the generalized cross-correlation function and the time delay estimates.

Also, the time-bandwidth product of the signals is increased, increasing the accuracy

of the resulting time delay estimates.

Figure 5.6 shows the effect of varying the number of segments on the accuracy of

time delay estimation. The data was sampled at F, = 20 kHz with an M = 2048

sample size, weighted with a Hammingwindow and processed with 50% overlap. The

cross-correlation method used was the PHAT withparabolic interpolation. The graph
shows the effects of averaging over L = 1, 2 and 3 segments. In this example, the

L = 2 and L = 3 segment error functions overlap for most of the graph.

-L.1
__ L.2
._.- L.3

Figure 5.6 Effect of varying the amount of segment aver

aging on the time delay squared error of real

acoustic data. PHAT method, F, = 20 kHz,

M = 2048 samples, Hamming window with 50%

overlap and parabolic interpolation.

Figure 5.6 shows that some segment averaging (L = 2,3) improves the accuracy of
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the time delay estimates as compared to no segment averaging (L = 1). This is to be

expected because averaging increases the time-bandwidth product of the signals and

decreases the variance of the generalized cross-correlation functions. Also, increased

segment averaging yields a lower squared time delay error during periods where the

signal power decreases. For this particular acoustic source, averaging with L = 2 and

L = 3 yields the same squared time delay error.

Averaging is limited to L = 3 to avoid periods of source movement in the speech
.

signals. With a sampling rate of 20 kHz and M = 2048 samples with a 50% overlap,

the total length of the L = 3 average is 204.8.ms. This is the amount of segment

averaging that is performed for the rest of the time delay estimation process.

5.2.5 . Effects of Quantized Time Delay Estimates

As discussed in Section 2.4.5, time delay estimation accuracy can be improved
:

by interpolating between cross-correlation samples to estimate the peak. In nearly

every case; the accuracy of the time delay estimates obtained from parabolic fitting is

greater than the time delay estimates quantized to the nearest integer sample delay.

Figure 5.7 compares the squared time delay error between the parabolic fit method

of interpolating the time delay and the integer sample period time delays. A PHAT

method at a sampling period of F, = 20 kHz and M = 2048 samples with a 50%

overlap and L = 3 segment averaging is used to process the signals.

In this example, interpolating between the quantized time delay estimates results

in a squared error gain of approximately one half a sample. This difference can be

very significant in t�rms of the localization error caused by the time delay error.

5.2.6 Other Effects on Time Delay Estimation

Other factors that can affect time delay estimates are environmental factors that

include the presence of multipath signals, directional acoustic sources and correlated

noise. Because these environmental factors were not varied in a controlled manner,
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Figure 5.7 Effect of using quantized sample period time de

lay estimates on the time delay squared error of

real acoustic data. PHAT method, F, = 20 kHz,

M = 2048 samples, Hamming window with 50%

overlap and L = 3 segment averaging.

their direct effect on the time delay estimates is unknown.

The error in time delay estimates can be reduced through a judicious choice of

cross-correlation processor type, segment size, window type and the number of seg

ments to average. Occasionally during periods of speech, the squared time delay error

is still not low enough to produce time delay estimates that can be used to accurately

localize the source. These instances usually occur during the beginning and end of

the speech period ascan be seen in the first word in Figure 5.3 for the PHAT method.

The squared error is not low during the entire period of the word "one".

To alleviate this problem, the source is only allowed to be localized at times when

there is a good probability of a low squared time delay error. This is explained in

Section 5.2.7.
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5.2.7 Period of Localization

Localization using time delay estimates with a high squared error will cause an

inaccurate source location estimate. It is impossible to directly evaluate the squared

error (to do this, the true time delays would have be known and there would then be

no point in estimating the time delays). Therefore, the source is only allowed to be

localized during periods where there is a good probability of a low squared error. Two

main criteria were used to ensure that the squared error was low when localization

was to be performed. The two main criteria dealt with the acoustic power in the

signals and the physical consistency of the time delay estimates with each other.

During periods of speech, the squared error is low, as illustrated in Figures 5.3 to

5.7. Thus, the acoustic power in a certain segment of speech was used as the first

criterion for determining when to localize. IT the acoustic power in a segment was

above a certain threshold, speech was probably present and the squared time delay
error was probably low.

The power threshold chosen was actually an RMS voltage threshold based upon

inspection of the time domain microphone signals. An AID amplitude of 750, eorre

sponding to an actual voltage of 69 mV was chosen to be the RMS voltage threshold

above which localization could be performed. If any of the microphone signals were

below this threshold, the source was not localized. This level was chosen because

it was significantly above the background acoustic and electronic noise but still low

enough to detect small signals.

The time lag corresponding to the peak of the cross-correlation function between

two microphone signals is measured to obtain the time delay estimates. If the cross

correlation peak is low compared to the rest of the cross-correlation function, the

time delay estimate obtained will not be a good one because the wrong peak may be

picked. Even if the power received in the signals at both microphones is above the

required power threshold, there is no guarantee that this cross-correlation peak will

be high. This may be because either one signal or both are distorted, causing dissim-
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ilarity between them. This dissimilarity may be caused by electronic noise, multipath

propagation, or other environmental conditions. Because of this, an addendum to

the power criterion to tell when to localize the source was if the maximum value of

the cross-correlation function was above a certain threshold value. For the case of

the PHAT, a cross-correlation function value of 0.11 was chosen for the threshold.

All PHAT cross-correlations corresponding to each time delay estimate in a specific

period had to be above this threshold in order for localization to be performed with

the estimated time delays. This threshold value was chosen because a peak PHAT

value below this threshold was not discernible from the "noise" in the rest of the

PHAT cross-correlation function. This threshold value is a function of the noise in

the cross-correlation function, which could be radically different from room to room.

These first two subcriteria were merged together as a single "power" criterion for

source localization. If either one of these subcriteria were not met by the microphone

signals, localization was not performed because the squared time delay error had a

good probability of being high.

The power criterion was usually not enough to avoid localization with inaccurate

time delays because of other sources of noise in- the microphone signal that were not

modelled by Equation 2.1. Thus, a second main criterion was used which involved

checking the physical consistency of the time delay estimates with each other. This

is described in Section 2.4.6 and Appendix A. If the estimated time delays are the

correct ones, they must be consistent with each other.

Inconsistent time delays can occur because the power in the microphone signals is

insufficient, or because of multipath signals and directional noise sources. Time delay

consistency is another way of testing whether the squared error is probably low. The

squared error can be high when the time delays are physically consistent, but this

usually occurs when the power in the signals is low.

Localization will occur only with accurate time delays during a period when speech
is present when the two main localization criteria are combined. Figure 5.8 illustrates
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the power and consistency criteria during speech. A localization flag value of "1"

indicates that the specific criterion has been met, while a value of "0" indicates

that it has not been met. Figure 5.9 shows the power criterion combined with the

consistency criterion by the logical AND operation. Both illustrations are shown for

the squared error of the PHAT method given in Figure 5.3 and the speech segment

shown in Figure 5.2.

1��--�----�--�----�----�--�----�

-Power
- - time Delay PonaIstencY.

0.5 U 2
TIme(s)

2.5 3

Figure 5.8 Power and time delay consistency criteria used

for localizing an acoustic source.

During the beginning and end of the first word (the word "one") in Figure 5.8,

the power criterion of the microphone signals is met. However, the estimated time

delays during these periods are not consistent with each other, thus the source was

not localized over a small portion of the speech. The time delays may have not

been consistent with each other because of multipath propagation or other signal
distortion. At the beginning of the second and third words of the time domain signal,
the consistency criterion is met when the power criterion is not. Because the speech

power was low during these points, the squared error was expected to be high and

the Source was not localized.

When used together, the power and time delay consistency criterias are stringent
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Figure 5.9 Single combined localization criterion.

enough to prevent a localization with bad time delay estimates, although the source

may not be localized over the entire speech period. This situation is acceptable for

the small conference room/office application as long as localization can occur at least

once during a word of speech with a low probability of false localization.

5.3 Source Localization Performance

Two primary measures of performance can be defined for the source localization

algorithms. These are the number of iterations (speed) of convergence and the accu

racy of localization.

The number of iterations used by an algorithm to converge to a source location

from a set of time delay estimates allows a direct comparison between the simplex

algorithm and Powell's method. By minimizing the number of iterations used to

calculate a source position, the speed of the algorithm and its attractiveness for use

in a real time system is increased.

The second measure of performance of a source localization system is how accu

rately the true source position can be calculated. This measure is not so much a
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5.4 . Monte Carlo Simulations

function of the type of localization algorithm used, but of the accuracy of time delay

estimates, the size and shape of the array, the location of the source relative to the

array, and the number of sensors used.

In a small conference room/office environment, the range and bearing of a source

from the centre of the array are often of primary interest. Thus, the measure of accu

racy used to evaluate the source localization system is the sample standard deviation

in both the range and the bearing direction from the centre of the array. Another

measure of accuracy is the mean estimated source location. Because this can differ

from the true source location, this measurement. is also recorded.

Each of the factors influencing the accuracy of source localization was varied to

determine its relative effect on the source position. Monte Carlo simulations and real

acoustic data were used to accomplish this.

.

Monte Carlo simulations were carried out to evaluate the localization performance

using the two different sized rectangular arrays given in Table 5.1 to test the effect of

the source localization algorithm used, the accuracy of the time delay estimates, the

size and shape of the array, and the location of the source relative to the array. The

effect of the number of sensors used was not tested.

The Monte Carlo simulations were performed by adding noise to the true time de

lay values for a particular source-array configuration and then calculating the source

location using the noisy time delays. First the true time delays between the micro

phones were calculated for the six different source locations given in Table 5.2. The

true time delays were calculated using Equation 2.3 assuming only a noiseless direct

path between the source and each of the microphones. For each simulated source,

uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussian noise was then added to the. true time delays to

simulate noisy time delay estimates. These noisy time delays were then used by the

source localization algorithms to localize the source. These noisy time delays are
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(5.2)

represented as

where iij are the noisy time delay estimates, tij are the true time delays, and nij is the

zero-mean Gaussian noise in each time delay, controlled by the standard deviation

Uij, for i,j = 1, ... ,N.

For each source location in the particular array, 100 different sets of noisy time

delay estimates were used to localize the source. The standard deviation of the time

delay noise was set equal to 0.1 samples and 0.25 samples in two different simulations

(assuming a sampling frequency F, = 20 kHz). The noise added to each time delay
value was uncorrelated from all other time delays for a specific localization.

The source was localized in three dimensions. For the Monte Carlo simulations,

Powell's method was started from an initial point of (0,0,1) m with a convergence

tolerance of 0.5 mm. One of the initial simplex points was also set to (0,0,1) m. In

addition, the threshold measured by the average distance from each simplex point
to the simplex centroid was set to 0.5 mm, while the convergence threshold of the

standard deviation of the distances from the centroid to each simplex point was set

to 0.2 mm. The search area for the simplex algorithm and Powell's method was

constrained to a rectangular volume, bound by (-5, -4, 0.75) m on one comer and

(5,4,2) m on the opposite comer.

5.4.1 Monte Carlo Simulation Iteration Results

A way of directly comparing Powell's method with the simplex algorithm is to

compare the number of error surface evaluations (iterations) that each method took

to converge to a calculated source location. The mean number of iterations over

the 100 localization attempts for each source was used for the comparison. Table 5.4

compares the mean number of iterations for both localization methods and array sizes

for a time delay noise of U = 0.1 samples (F, = 20 kHz).
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Source 25 em Array 50 cm Array

Simplex Powell Simplex Powell

1 124 422 111 304

2 127 205 114 252

3 193 308 194 353

4 127 509 112 440

5 111 293 115 219

6 123 274 112 233

Table 5.4 Comparison of the mean number of iterations

between the simplex algorithm and Powell's

method for source localization using a time de

lay standard deviation of a = 0.1 samples (F, ==

20 kHz).

Table 5.5 compares the mean number of iterations between the simplex algorithm
and Powell's method for both array sizes and a time delay standard deviation noise

of a = 0.25 samples (F, = 20 kHz).

Tables 5.4 and 5.5 clearly show that the simplex algorithm converges to the same

accuracy with far fewer iterations than Powell's method. The mean number of iter

ations used for Powell's method is at least twice as large as the number required for

the simplex algorithm to converge.

The mean number of iterations for a time delay standard deviation ofq = 0.1

samples was approximately the same as the mean number of iterations for a = 0.25'

samples for a specific source location, array size and algorithm type. These results

also show that there is no significant difference in the mean number of iterations used

for a particular source location and algorithm between the 25 cm array and the 50 em

array.

The number of iterations depends partly upon the initial starting point of the

source localization algorithm and the location of the source relative to the initial
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Source 25 em Array 50 em Array

Simplex Powell Simplex Powell

1 126 402 110 296

2 128 259 113 276

3 173 316 187 353

4 134 518 115 437

5 114 282 111 200

6 127 263 113 206

Table 5.5 Comparison of the mean number of iterations

between the simplex algorithm and Powell's

method for source localization using a time de

lay standard deviation of a - 0.25 samples

(F. = 20 kHz).

starting point. A direct analytical relationship between these factors is very difficult

to calculate, but it is enough to note that the mean number of iterations for some

source locations is larger than the number of iterations required to converge to other

.source locations. ·This is seen in both algorithms and for both time delay standard

deviations.

5.4.2 Monte Carlo Simulation Localization Accuracy

In terms of accuracy in localizing each source, both the simplex algorithm and

Powell's method performed almost exactly the same for the same array size and

time delay standard deviation values. The accuracy of source localization is highly

dependent upon four factors: the accuracy of the time delay estimates, the array shape
and sensor spacing, the. number of sensors, and the true location of the source relative

to the array. The type of source localization algorithm used affects the accuracy in a

relatively minor way when compared with the above four factors.

The simulations confirm that the accuracy of the time delay estimates, the sensor
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The mean estimated source location in Figure 5.10 is located at the centre of each

line. The length of each line represents two sample standard deviations (one standard
deviation on either side of the mean estimated source location), measured in metres.

The sample standard deviation of bearing is indicated by a perpendicular line that

is too small to see in most cases. Note that the "true" source locations, given in

Table 5.2 and shown in Figure 5.1 are located in the centre of the gridline squares for

all of the source localization figures.

spacing and the true location of the source relative to the array all significantly
affect the accuracy of the source localization results. . Because all simulations and

measurements were performed with a rectangular array of four sensors, the change in

accuracy with array shape and the number of sensors could not be confirmed. The

accuracy results for all the source localization simulations are shown in AppendixB.

Figure 5.10 shows the sample standard deviations of the estimated source locations

in both the range and bearing directions for the 25 em array and a time delay standard

deviation ora = 0.1 samples (F, = 20 kHz). Figure 5.1Oa used the simplex algorithm
for localization while Figure 5.10b used Powell's method.

These localization figures, as with all subsequent localization figures, are two di

mensional representations of localization in three dimensions. The location of the

source in the z dimension was found, but was ignored for the purposes of display.
The source was chosen to be localized in three dimensions using both Powell's method

and the simplex algorithm. If the z direction data was disregarded and the source

was localized in only two dimensions, the (x,y) location of the error surface minimum

in one z plane may have differed significantly from the (x,y) location of the error

surface minimum in the z plane of the source. Significant savings in the number of

iterations used to find an error surface minimum could be realized by constraining
Powell's method and the simplex algorithm to two dimensions instead of three, but

the resulting answer would be in error since the z plane values of the sensors were

different from the z plane source values. Therefore, the source was localized in all

three spatial dimensions to obtain greater source location accuracy.
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Figure 5.10 Accuracy of (a) the simplex algorithm and (b)
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Powell's method for source localization from

Monte Carlo simulations for the 25 cm array

using a time delay standard deviation of 0' '-

0.1 samples (F, = 20 kHz).
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Figures 5.10a and 5.10b show that the estimated source location with the smallest

standard deviation is source location 1. The localization standard deviation for the

simplex algorithm in the range direction for this position is approximately 4.5 em,

while the bearing standard deviation is 0.21°. The range and bearing standard de

viation for Powell's method at source location 1 is practically the same as for the

simplex algorithm.

The greatest error in the estimated location of the source manifested itself as error

in the range of the source from the centre of the array. There was some error in the

angle or bearing of the source, but it was very small when compared to the range

error. In an office environment, the source location error in the range and. bearing
directions (two dimensions) is sufficient for displaying localization error. The error in

the direction perpendicular to both the range and bearing directions is not calculated

because this error is not important for the office source localization system.

The largest range and bearing errors in Figures 5.lOa and 5.10b appear at source

location 3. For the simplex algorithm, the standard deviation range is 112.0 em while

the standard deviation in the bearing is 0.19°. The results for Powell's method show

.

that the error in range is 110.6 em while the bearing standard deviation is also 0.19°.

Generally speaking, sources that were further away from the array could not be

localized .as accurately as sources that were relatively close to the array. A geometrical

interpretation of this observation is that as a source gets further away from a specific

array, the intersection point of the hyperboloids defined by the time delay estimates

becomes increasingly sensitive to small changes in the TOOA estimates. Thus, a

small change in the TOOA estimates may result in a large change in the location of .

the source. The relationship between source distance from the array and its effects

on localizationmay be an oversimplification of the problem. Localization accuracy is

also affected by the relative orientation of the source to each microphone in the array

- not only the distance. However, it can be generalized that sources relatively close

to the array can be localized with greater accuracy than sources that are relatively
far from the array.
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Figure 5.12 shows the accuracy of source localization for the simplex algorithm
and Powell's method using the 50 em array and a time delay standard deviation of

a = 0.1 samples for F, = 20 kHz.

When the time delay standard deviation was increased to a = 0.25 samples (F, =

20 kHz), the error in all six estimated source locations increased. As expected, the

sources that were further away from the array were more sensitive to changes in the

TDOA estimates. The standard deviation in both the range and bearing directions

for the sources that were further away increased dramatically, while a more modest

increase in the error for the nearer sources was observed.

Figure 5.11 shows the sample standard deviations of the estimated source locations

in both the range and bearing directions for the 25 em array and a time delay standard

deviation ofa = 0.25 samples (F, = 20 kHz). Figure 5.11a used the simplex algorithm
for localization while Figure 5.11b used Powell's method.

For the 25 em array with a time delay standard deviation of o = 0.25 samples,
the sources cannot be accurately localized in range. For example, the range standard

deviation for source location 1 is 14.0 cm while it is 164.2 cm for source location

3 (using the simplex algorithm results). However, the bearing standard deviation

remains approximately constant for different source locations, from 0.48° at source

location 2 to 0.62° at source location 1. This suggests that bearing can be localized

with good accuracy with relatively noisy time delay estimates.

The localization errors for all source locations decrease when the 50 cin array is

used as compared to localization with the 25 cm array. The TDOA hyperboloids of

the 50 cm array intersect each other at larger angles compared to the 25 cm array.

Therefore, changes in the TDOA estimates have a smaller effect on the location

estimate. For example, the range and bearing standard deviations for the 50 cm array

at source location 1 are 1.4 em and 0.11°, respectively (using the simplex algorithm).
For source location 3, thestandard deviations are 33.6 em and 0.14°.

One difference between the results for the simplex algorithm and Powell's method
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Figure 5.11 Accuracy of (a) the simplex algorithm and (b)
Powell's method for source localization from

Monte Carlo simulations for the 25 em array
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in Figure 5.12 is observed in the localization of source 3. Here, the average estimated

location for source 3 using the simplex algorithm is approximately 46 cm away from

the true location of the source 3. The average estimated location for source 3 using
Powell's method is only approximately 20 cm away from the true source location.

The reason for ·this discrepancy is unknown,' but it may involve the manner in which

the simplex algorithm converges to a minimum on the error surface.

Figure 5.13 shows the accuracy of source localization for the simplex algorithm
and Powell's method using the 50 em array and a time delay standard deviation of

a = 0.25 samples for F, = 20 kHz.

Once again, when the time delay standard deviation is increased for a certain array
size and shape, the estimated source location error increases, as shown in Figures 5.13a

and 5.13b. The range standard deviation in source location 1 increased from 1.4 cm to

3.2 cm when the time delay standard deviation for the 50 cm array was increased from

a = 0.1 samples to 0.25 samples (for the simplex algorithm). The bearing standard

deviation for source location 1 increased to 0.28° from 0.11°. For source location 3,

the range and bearing standard deviation increased to 73.6 cm and 0.25°.

Figures 5.10 to 5.13 confirm that as the TDOA hyperboloids intersect each other at

smaller angles, the intersection point becomes increasingly sensitive to small changes
in the TDOA estimates. The implications of this are that larger arrays can localize

sources with greater accuracy and that sources closer to the array can be localized

with greater accuracy. These figures also seem to suggest that there is no signifi
cant difference in localization accuracy between the simplex algorithm and Powell's

method. However, a more rigorous statistical analysis is needed to verify this obser

vation.

With the 50 cm array and a time delay standard deviation of a = 0.1 samples,
all the sources are able to be accurately localized in both bearing and range with

both the simplex algorithm and Powell's method. The 25 em array seems to be too

small to accurately localize sources in range because of the relatively smaller angular
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intersection of the TDOA hyperboloids compared to the 50 em array. However, both

arrays in all the simulations can determine the bearing of the source within less than

a degree.

5.5 Real Acoustic Source Localization

Real acoustic data from the six different source locations (Table 5.2) in the TRLabs

conference room was digitally recorded using the two four-channel rectangular micro

phone arrays listed in Table 5.1. Section 5.1 gives the phrases that were recorded at

each source location. Once the acoustic data signals were recorded and stored in files,
the time delays were estimated from the signals for each acoustic source and array

size. This is described in Section 5.2.

When the localization flag described in Section 5.2.7 was a value of "1" for a

certain time period, the corresponding time delay estimates for that period were

passed to the source localization algorithms. Because each acoustic source was slightly
different in the way each phrase was said, each source was localized at different times

and for different durations, depending upon the number of nonzero localization flags.
Table 5.6 gives the number of times" each source was localized over the length of the

speech phrases. This is the number of estimated source positions calculated for each

true source location.

Table 5.6 Number of times each source was localized dur

ing speech.

Source 25 em Array 50 em Array

1 33 8

2 42 13

3 32 32

4 40 39

5 4.3 42

6 34 28
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For real acoustic source localization, both the simplex algorithm and Powell's

method were initialized in the same manner as was done for the Monte Carlo simu

lations. This was described in Section 5.4.

5.5.1 Real Acoustic Data Iteration Results

The mean- number of iterations used to localize the real acoustic sources for the

simplex algorithm and Powell's method were consistent with the results from the

Monte Carlo simulations (Tables 5.4 and 5.5). Table 5.7 compares the mean number

of iterations used by both the simplex algorithm and Powell's method for both array

sizes and all six source locations. For real acoustic data, the simplex algorithm needs

far fewer iterations than Powell's method to arrive at the same estimated source

location.

Table 5.7 Comparison of the mean number of iterations

between the simplex algorithm and Powell's

method for source localization using real acous

tic data.

Source 25 em Array 50 em Array

Simplex Powell Simplex Powell

1 128 402 114 270

2 134 322 118 261

3 154 202 146 329

4 133 585 127 438

5 123 261 109 210

6 169 284 127 197

5.5.2 Real Acoustic Data Localization Accuracy

As in the simulations, both the simplex algorithm and Powell's method performed
almost identically in terms of the accuracy of the source localization. Figure 5.14a

shows the accuracy of the simplex algorithm while Figure 5.14b shows the accuracy
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of Powell's method using real acoustic data. Appendix B lists the location of each

mean estimated source position and the sample standard deviations of the estimated

position in both the range and bearing directions.

Figure 5.14 shows that the 25 cm array cannot accurately localize sources in the

range direction. The lowest error in the range direction was 14.0 em, belonging
to source 1. For all the other sources, the error in the range direction was above

50 cm. However, for all sources except source position 6, the standard deviation of

the bearing was less than 0.54°. This meant that although the 25 em array was not

large enough to accurately estimate range for all but the closest sources, it could

accurately estimate the bearing to within a degree for most sources within a small

conference room.

Figure 5.15 shows the range and bearing sample standard deviations about the

mean estimated source location for the 50 cm array using real acoustic data. Fig
ure 5.15a uses the simplex algorithm to localize while Figure 5;15b uses Powell's

method.

Once again, there appears to be no significant difference between the accuracy

of the simplex algorithm and Powell's method when localizing with the 50 em array

(Figure 5.15). However, further statistical analysis is needed to verify this observation.

Compared to the 25 cm array, the 50 em array was much better at localizing

the sources. The range standard deviation using the larger array was much lower,

differing in values from 8.8 em (source location 2) to 46.4 em (source location 4).

Contrary to theory, for almost all of the estimated sources, the standard deviation

in the bearing direction using the 50 cm array appeared larger than the bearing
standard deviation using the 25 em array. The bearing standard deviation for the

simplex algorithm varied from 0.25° (source location 1) to 1.31° (source location 3).
This may have been caused by the talker not being in a truly fixed location and

moving slightly during the period of localization. Because the bearing and range

standard deviations were calculated using many source location estimates over time,
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the variance of the estimates may have been larger due to movement of the source

over the entire analysis period.

Even though the bearing standard deviation of the 50 em array was larger than

expected, the 50 em array remained superior to the 25 em array in terms of the

overall accuracy of the localization. This was due to the much smaller range standard

deviation of the 50 em array as compared to the 25 em array.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Summary

In this thesis, a brief review of time delay estimation methods was presented,

along with some of the practical problems of time delay estimation. This included

the problem ofmultipath signals, directional acoustic sources, observation time, corre

lated noise and quantized time delay estimates. A method of comparing the physical

consistency of time delay estimates with each other to avoid using incorrect time

delay estimates was also introduced.

Two different iterative methods of passively localizing sources from time delay
estimates were presented. Powell's method and the simplex algorithm. As well, some

practical problems of source localization were introduced.

The hardware and software needed fo� the multichannel simultaneous acquisition
of an acoustic source signal by an array of microphones was described. The received

signal was digitized and stored in the computer for post-processing.

Time delay estimation between different microphone signals in the array worked

best when the signals were processed by segmenting the data into window sizes of

102.4 ms (2048 samples at a sampling rate of 20 kHz), multiplying with a Hamming

window, using the phase transform (PHAT) method of generalized cross-correlation,

and averaging 3 segments with a 50% overlap together. The time lag corresponding
to the peak of the resulting cross-correlation function between two microphones was

then interpolated using a parabolic fit method to increase the resolution of the time

.delay estimate to greater than the sampling period.

Source localization during a segment was only allowed if the power in all of the

signals was sufficient and if the resulting time delay estimates were physically con-
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sistent with one another. This reduced the probability of using erroneous time delay
estimates to localize a source.

. Source localization was performed using both Powell's method and the simplex

algorithm. Both methods are iterative methods that require only evaluations of the

time delay error surface. In all cases, the simplex algorithm needed roughly half the

number of iterations to converge to a source location than Powell's method. Powell's

method used 200-585 iterations to converge to a source location,.while the simplex

algorithm needed only 110-170.

Source localization was also performed with two different sized rectangular arrays:
25 em and 50 cm microphone separation. The accuracy of source localizationwith the

50 em array was better than localization with the 25 em array. The 50 em array could

localize sources in the range direction with an accuracy of 8.8 em (closest sources) to
46.4 cm (further sources). The 25 cm array could not accurately localize sources in

the range direction for all but the closest source. In both the Monte Carlo simulations

and the real source localizations, both arrays could accurately estimate the direction

or bearing of the source to within a degree or two. The accuracy of localization was

largely independent of the algorithm used.

6.2 Conclusions

When passively localizing a source using time delay estimates it is extremely im

portant that these time delay estimates be as accurate as possible. The accuracy of

the time delay estimates can be increased by changing the way In which the acous

tic data from the microphone array is processed. Generally, weighted overlapped

segment averaging of the cross-correlation of different microphone signals should be

used to obtain accurate time delay estimates. For speech signals, the overall time of

observation should be approximately a few hundred milliseconds to ensure that the

time-bandwidth product of the signal is fulfilled and to avoid the effects of source

movement over the period of observation.
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The simplex algorithm can accurately localize sources (given accurate time de

lay estimates) with far fewer iterations than the other iterative method (Powell's
method) that directly evaluates the error surface. The simplex algorithm is also

much more computationally compact than Powell's method. The simplex algorithm
can be implemented with a single self-contained procedure, whereas Powell's method

requires sub-procedures to minimize one dimensional functions. These factors make

the simplex algorithm an ideal candidate for implementing a real time acoustic source.

localization system on a digital signal processor.

The error in localization is highly dependent upon the array size, the location of

the source relative to the array and the accuracy of the time delay estimates. Thus,

the larger the array size, the more accurately a particular source can be localized

because the source location becomes increasingly insensitive to small variations in

the time delay estimates. However, due to the directional nature of acoustic sources,

inaccurate time delay estimates will result if the array size is made so large that some

microphones receive multipath versions of the signal first while others receive the

direct path version first. Only a qualitative judgement was made to determine the

placement of sensors in an array.

Accurately localizing an acoustic source in the range direction requires accurate

time delay estimates and proper planning of the array shape and size. Localizing in

the angular or bearing direction from the centre of the array is a far simpler matter.

The bearing estimate can be obtained relatively accurately even with a small array.

6.3 Future Research

There are some system improvements and more research that can be done on the

ideas presented in this thesis.

The electronics could be made to have better interchannel noise rejection and' a

better frequency response. By increasing the interchannel noise rejection, the additive

electronic noise in each channel will tend towards an uncorrelated Gaussian process.
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Also, the resulting sound quality can be increased if the frequency response of the

system is improved.

A focused beamformer could be implemented with knowledge of the source lo

cation. This could automatically focus. on the speaker in the room and cut out

extra noise interference in the signal. By adding more microphones to the array, the

beamforming can be performed with sub-arrays of microphones. Each sub-array of

microphones can be spaced differently, allowing for beamforming to be performed in

different octaves in the frequency band. Increasing the number ofmicrophones in the

array will give more TDOA hyperboloid intersection estimates, thus increasing the

accuracy of source localization.

The next logical step in a source localization system is to implement it in real time

on a digital signal processor. This will require a processor that can perform many

millions of instructions per second. Such processors are not uncommon, and this can

be done fairly inexpensively. Real time localization would allow for acoustic tracking

(perhaps with a video camera) and beamforming.

Another improvement that could be made to the system is to simultaneously lo

calize multiple sources. Currently, the system described in the thesis is only capable
of localizing the source with the most power. Multiple source localization algorithms

exist, but these algorithms require a high signal to noise ratio and more microphones

than the number of sources to localize [16]. Also, multiple source localization al

gorithms require much more processing power to implement than a single source

localization system. Moving sources could also be tracked using Doppler shift in

formation in the source signal. Although these improvements may be difficult to

implement in a real time environment, it is believed that it is possible with some

necessary modifications.
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ttl = tile + tie; i, j, k = 1, ... ,N

i :f; j; i, j :f; k

i<j

(A.l)

A. APPENDIX A: TIME DELAY

INCONSISTENCY DETECTION

ALGORITHM

. This section will provide a detailed description of the time delay inconsistency
detection algorithm. Section 2.4.6 explains the basic idea behind this heuristic algo
rithm used to detect inconsistencies in the measured time delay estimates.

All the other possible ways of computing a certain time delay, ttl using other time
delay measurements may be calculated as follows:

where

{tile i<k
tile =

-tile i> k

and tt represents the N - 2 possible ways of calculating tij from the other time delay
measurements.

The main objective of the anomalous time delay algorithm is to "Hag" the time

delay measurement which is inconsistent with the rest of the time delay measure

ments. The anomalous measurement, tii, can then be replaced by the mean of all the

other N - 2 possible time delay estimates, �j for that measurement. The flagging of

anomalous time delay estimates is done as follows:

1. The ''new'' time delays, t�j) for n = 0 is set equal to the original measurements,
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A sampling frequency of 20 kHz is assumed throughout the algorithm.

tij. A matrix, getTDNew is used to tell the algorithm for which measured time

delays to calculate all theother possible time delays. This matrix is thesame

.

size as tij, and initialized to getTDNewi; = 1 for all i and j.

2. The matrix getTD = getTDNew. If the flag to calculate possible time delays is

set, i.e., getTDii =1, then tt is calculated using the current time delays, t�j) ..
If the flag to calculate possible time delays is set to zero (getTD·si = 0), then

the possible time delays for that specific time delay are not calculated, but are

taken as the current time delays. That is, tt = t�j) for all k,
3. The possible time delays, tt are compared with each other to see if the standard

deviation among them, O'ii is small. If it is small, no more possible time delays
for that time delay will be calculated. That is

TV {I O'i; > 1 sample
get NeWij = .

o O'ii < 1 sample

4. New time delays are calculated based on the possible time delays:

t(,:,+l) = { t�j) . .O'ii > 1 sample
.,

. mean(tt) O'ti < 1 sample

while n = n + 1.

5. If any of the flags between getTDNewii and getTDii are different, go to Step 2.

Else, continue.

6. If getTDNewii = 0 for all i and j, it is possible to both detect and correct an

error. The original measured time delays, tii are compared with t�j). A time

delay is marked as "bad" if

{I 0'( t�j) , tij) > 1 sample
badTDii =

. 0 otherwise
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(c) _ {t�j) badTDij = 1
tij -

. tij badTDij = 0

If any of getTDNeWij = 1, then the the time delays are found to be incon

sistent with each other. However, the anomalous time delay cannot be found.

Therefore, badTDij = 1 for all i and j.

7. If the anomalous error cannot be corrected, the new time delays will be equal

to the original measured time delays. If the anomalous error was detected, the

corrected time delays, t�.i) are corrected so that
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Table B.1 Mean estimated source locations for a time delay

standard deviation of (T = 0.1 samples (F. =

20 kHz).

B. APPENDIX B: TABULATED RESULTS

B.l Tables of Source Localization Accuracy for Monte Carlo

Simulations

Source Mean Estimated Source Location

(z-., ii.,z.) (m)
25 em Array 50 em Array

Simplex Powell Simplex Powell

1 (0.499,0.499,1.159) (0.501,0.500, 1.160) (0.500,0.500,1.160) (0.499,0.499,1.160)
2 (1.511,0.505,1.155) (1.559,0.521, 1.171) (1.494,0.498,1.158) (1.502,0.501, 1.161)
3 (2.669,0.534, 1.049) (2.936,0.586,1.201) (2.263,0.451,0.906) (2.496,0.500,1.151)
4 (0.521,1.564,1.114) (0.510, 1.529, 1.162) (0.498,1.496,1.159) (0.502, 1.50S, 1.161)
5 (1.540,1.541,1.159) (1.564, 1.565, 1.170) (1.499,1.498,1.158) (1.501,1.501,1.161)
6 (2.571, 1.543, 1.159) (2.632, 1.581, 1.146) (2.507,1.505,1.153) (2.506,1.504,1.154)
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Table B.2 Range accuracy for a time delay standard devi

ation of o = 0.1 samples (F, = 20 kHz).

Source Range Sample Standard Deviation (em)
25 em Array 50 em Array

Simplex Powell Simplex Powell

1 4.5 4.4 1.4 1.3

2 24.8 31.8 6.7 7.2

3 112.0 110.6 33.6 25.0

4 26.8 28.5 5.9 6.8

5 28.1 29.8 7.3 6.2

6 66.7 68.1 14.1 12.9

Table B.3 Bearing accuracy for a time delay standard de

viation of a = 0.1 samples (F, = 20 kHz).

Source Bearing Sample Standard Deviation (0)
25 em Array 50 em Array

Simplex Powell Simplex Powell

1 0.21 0.20 0.11 0.14

2 0.24 0.19 0.10 0.11

3 0.19 0.19 0.14 0.11

4 0.22 0�18 0.11 0.10

5 0.21 0.20 0.09 0.09

6 0.20 0.19 0.10 0.11
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Table B.4 Mean estimated source locations for a time delay
standard deviation of (1 = 0.25 samples (F. =

20 kHz).
Source Mean Estbnated Source Location

(x.,Y., 'f.) (m)
25 em Array 50 em Array

Simplex Powell Simplex Powell

1 (0.517,0.518,1.170) (0.515,0.515,1.166) (0.499,0.499, 1.159) (0.502,0.502, 1.162}
2 (1.760,0.586, 1.191) (1.822,0.606, 1.227) (1.529,0.510,1.166) (1.509,0.503, 1.160)
3 (2.971,0.596, 1.036) (2.814,0.563,1.174) (2.493,0.498,0.989) (2.688,0.538,1.181)
4 (0.593,1.778,1.216) (0.577,1.718,1.177) (0.503, 1.510, 1.154) (0.509,1.524,1.163)
5 (1.662,1.665,1.164) (1.682,1.684,1.174) (1.494,1.495,1.146) (1.491,1.491,1.151)
6 (2.782, 1.671, 1.138) (2.809, 1.686, 1.122) (2.554,1.534,1.121) (2.515, 1.508, 1.136)
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Table B.5 Range accuracy for a time delay standard devi

ation of (1 = 0.25 samples (Fs = 20 kHzr·
.

Source Range Sample Standard Deviation (cm)
25 em Array 50 cm Array

Simplex Powell Simplex Powell

1 14.0 . 11.2 3.2 3.5

2 94.6 98.0 18.5 16.4·

3 164.2 159.1 73.6 69.1

4 96.6 90.4 17.2 19.0

5 100.4 84.3 17.5 14.9

6 140.6 138.8 41.6 34.3

Table B.6 Bearing accuracy for a time delay standard de

viation of (1 = 0.25 samples (Fs = 20 kHz).

Source Bearing Sample Standard Deviation (0)
25 em Array 50 em Array

Simplex Powell Simplex Powell

1 0.62 0.57 0.28 0.24

2 0.48 0.48 0.26 0.30

3 0.54 0.51 0.25. 0.24

4 0.50 0.56 0.23 0.31

5 0.53 0.51 0.23 0.24

6 0.53 0.46 0.23 0.25
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B.2 Tables of Source Localization Accuracy for Real Acous
tic Data

Table B.7 Mean estimated source locations for real acoustic

data.

Source Mean Estimated Source Location

(z.,ii.,z.) (m)
25 em Array 50 em Array

Simplex Powell Simplex Powell

1 (0.583,0.571, 1.232) (0.583,0.571, 1.232) (0.�9, 0.505, 1.143) (0:489,0.504,1.143)
2 (1.948,0.643,1.129) (1.948,0.643,1.129) (1.478, 0.523, 1.215) (1.478,0.523,1.215)
3 (2.879,0.565,0.867) (2.883,0.565,0.877) (2.i89,0.494,1.164) (2.201,0.497,1.179)
4 (0.743,1.931,1.254) (0.738, 1.914, 1.285)

.

(0.669, 1.904, 1.430) (0.670, 1.904, 1.430)
5 (1.684,1.566,1.070) (1.684, 1.566, 1.070) (1.660, 1.619, 1.312) (1.660, 1.619, 1.312)
6 (2.840, 1.566,0.924) (2.533, 1.385,0.922) (2.718,1.667,1.2M) (2.719,1.667,1.265)
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Table B.8 Range accuracy for real acoustic data.

Source Range Sample Standard Deviation (cm)
25 em Array 50 em Array

Simplex Powell Simplex Powell

1 14.0 14.0 9.8 10.0

2 122.1 122.1 8.8 8.8

3 192.3 191.8 24.1 24.9

4 61.2 63.9 46.4 46.4

5 56.5 56.5 16.7 16.7

6 144.5 126.2 31.9 31.8

Table B.9 Bearing accuracy for real acoustic data.

Source Bearing Sample Standard Deviation (0)
25 em Array 50 cm Array

Simplex Powell Simplex Powell

1 0.37 0.37 0.25 0.25

2 0.25 0.25 0.63 0.63

3 0.53 0.53 1.31 1.31

4 0.17 0.34 1.24 1.24

5 0.50 0.50 .0.69 0.68

6 3.44 4.89 1.03 1.03
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C. APPENDIX C: SYSTEM SCHEMATIC

DIAGRAM

Note: The schematic only shows one of the four channels. Each channel is iden

tical.
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Figure C.l Circuit schematic for the hardware system.
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D. APPENDIX D: SYSTEM FREQUENCY
RESPONSE
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E.· APPENDIX E: ACOUSTIC DATA

ACQUISTION SYSTEM SOFTWARE

This appendix contains all source code used with the acoustic data acquisition

system.

The following files are used by the DSP side of the acquisition software.

• RECORD40.C - main DSP data acquisition file

• SETUPDM.C - AID converter initialization file

• CARRIER.H - header file of port and register addresses

• DM..DATA.H - header file of data sent to ports and registers

The following files are used by the PC side of the acquisition software.

• RECORD.C - main PC program file

• EMS.C - expanded memory management file

• CHKERROR.C - error codes for PC-DSP communication

• CUSTOM.H - header file of customized error codes
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1*****************
Header Files

******************1
'include ·\dsptools\lib\intpt40.h· 1* Interrupt support (Parallel Runtime Support
Lib) *1
'include ·\dsptools\lib\compt40.h· 1* Communication Port Support (Parallel Runtime
Support Lib) *1
'include ·\users\kevin\carrier\carrier.h" 1* Pointers to the DSPLINK registers, for
the PMCB *1
'include ·dm_data.h· 1* AID Daughter Module Setup data -- this file can change *1

I * DEFINES * I
'define
.define
'define
idefine
.define

COMILPORT
COMMS1_IN
COMMSl_OUT
TRUE
FALSE

1
«unsigned long*)
«unsigned long*)

1
o

1* Send data out comm port 1 *1
Ox00100051)
Ox00100052) I*Addr. of comm port 1*1

/*************** ••********************************************************
* RECORD40.C
* Kevin Rush
* July 24, 1996
*

* This program is the C40 side of RECORD.C. This program will
* be downloaded to the C40 by RECORD and will take in data from
* the AID and send it out its communication port to the PC. It
* will also echo the data back out to the DSP.
*

* NOTES:
* - This program will only work on CPU� because of. the accesses to
* the PMCB via DSPLINK2 (DSPLINK2 only works with Module in Site A)
*

* - The QPC/C40B must have the following link settings in order to receive
* the interrupts from the ONCB, which is a DSPLINKl board:
* LK3: Removed for DSPLINKl compatibility.
* LK5: Position A (IIOFl pin receives the IINTO signal)
**********************************************.***************************/

I� Global Variables *1
int

/************************
Function prototypes

************************1
void c_int04(void);
unsigned .int SetupPM(unsigned int SaDIP.lingRate);
1******************

Main Program
******************/
void main (void)
{

volatile unsigned int
unsigned int
int
unsigned int
unsigned int

dummy;
tampA;
i;
samplingRate;
samplingRateHex;

1* Set up the interrupts *1
1* Need to perform an IACK instruction to allow

external interrupts through to the C40 *1

asm(· PUSH ARO·);
asm(' PUSH Dp·);
asm(' LDI 030H,ARO');
asm(' LSH 16,ARO');
asm(' IACK *ARO·);
asm(' POP Dp·);
asm(' POP ARO');

INT_DISABLE ( ) ;
set_ivtp·( (void *) Ox002ffeOO);
install_int_vector«void *)c_int04,
loaQ_iif(OxOOBO);

1* Global disable of interrupts *1
1* Set IVTP on 512 word bndary*1
Ox04); 1* Set int vect for lrOFl *1
1* Enable lIFOl lev trig intpt *1

1* Before interrupts are enabled, get sampling frequency and amount
of data to record *1

samPlingRate = in_word(COMM_PORT);
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tampA ::

temps ::

tempe ::

tempD ::

*DM1_CHO_XN_DATA » 16
*DM1_CH1_IN_DATA » 16
*DM2_CHO_IN_DATA » 16
*DM2_CH1_XN_DATA » 16

/* Intpt Status Reg to clear */

/* Read Channell Input */
/* Channel 2 * /
/* Channel 3 */
/* Channel 4 */

/* Check if all data sent */

*COMMS1_OUT :: samplingRate;

data_length = in_word(COMILPORT);
*COMMS1_OUT = data_length;

samplingRateHex = SetupDM(samplingRate);/* config DM board */
*COMMS1_OUT :: samplingRateHex;

!NT_ENABLE ( ) ;

while ('l'RUE) ;

} /* end of main() */

/* Globally enable interupts. wI.

/* Wait for Interrupts */

'********************************
Interrupt Service Rout"ines

********************************/

void c_int04(void)
1*****************************************************.*******************
This is the interrupt service routine for the 110'1 interrupt.
This corresponds to the input buffer from the D\A convertor being full.
This routine reads in a sample from the A/D on DM1 and then sends this to
the PC and the output port on that DM.

**********************************************************************�****J
{
volatile long
unsigned long

clear;
tempA,tempS,tempC,tempD;

clear :: *DM1_INT_STATUS;

if ( data_length )
{

*COMMS1_OUT :: ( tampA );
*COMMS1_OUT = ( tempS );
*COMMS1_OUT :: ( tempe );
*COMMS1_OUT = ( tempD );
data_length--;

.

/* Send data out comm port 1 */

/* end c_int04() */
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1* Hex sampling rate calculated for prescale = 1 *1
DM1_TIMBR1_DATA = «Ox10000 - (unsigned int) (12.28e6/samplingRate»« 16);

1* Configure OM Site 1 for MASTER *1
dummy = *OM1_RESET;

.

*DM1_ROUTE .. DM1_ROUTE_D�TA;
*OM1_TIMERl = DM1_TIMBR1_DATA;
*OM1_INT_MASK .. OM1_INT_DATA;
*DM1_AMBLIA_CTRL = OM1_AMBLIA_RBSET_DATA;
*DM1_USER_CONTROL .. OMl_USER_CONTROL_DATA;

1* reset OM '*1
1* config route reg*1
1* Set sampling rate *1
1* config interrupt reg *1
1* config AMELIA 1/0 reg *1
1* config user ctrl reg *1

1*********************************************************
* setupdm.c
* Kevin Rush
* November 26, 1996
*

* This function will write the appropriate registers in the
* AID daughter module to configure it
* Make sure interrupts disabled before this function
* Enable interrupts after this function
******************************************************---*1

.include "\users\kevin\carrier\carrier.h"· 1* OM register addresses *1
tinclude "dm_data.h" 1* AID OM Setup data -- this file can change *1

unsigned int SetupOM(unsigned int samplingRate)
{

volatile int
unsigned int

dummy;
DM1_TIMBR1_DATA;

1* Configure OM Site 2 for SLAVE *1
dummy .. *DM2_RESET;
*DM2_ROUTE .. DM2_ROUTE_DATA;
*DM2_AMELIA_CTRL .. DM2_AMBLIA_RBSET_DATA;
*DM2_USER_CONTROL .. DM2_USER_CONTROL_DATA;

*DMi_CONFIGURATION .. DM1_CONFIGURATION_KEY;
*DM2_CONFIGURATION .. DM2_CONFIGURATION_KEY;

return ( DM1_TIMBR1_DATA );

1* reset OM *1
1* config route reg *1
1* config AMELIA 1/0 reg *1
1* config user ctrl reg *1

1* Load KEY for SS ADM *1
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/**********.************.***********************************************
carrier.h

This header file defines pointers to all of the DSPLINK interface
registers for the Daughter Module Carrier Board on the QPC/C40B board.
Even though spaces 1-3 are faster, Space 4 is used because any
LSI DSPLINK1 board will operate correctly in this space.

**********************************************************************.*/

Idefine DM1_CHO_IN_DATA
Idefine DM1_CHO_OUT-PATA
'define DM1_TlMER1
'define DMl_RESET'
'define DM1_CH2_IN_DATA
ldafine DMl_CH2_OUT_DATA
'define DM1_INT_MASK
'define DH1_INT_STATUS
'define DM1_CH1_IN_DATA
'define DM1_CH1_OUT_DATA
'define DM1�L�CTRL
.define DM1�L�STATUS
'define DM1_CH3_IN_DATA
'define DM1_CH3_OUT_DATA
'define DM1_ROUTE
.define DM1_USER_CONTROL
Idefine DM1_CONPlGURATION

Idefine DM2_CHO_IN_DATA
'define DM2_CHO_OUT_DATA
'define DM2_TlMERl
'define DM2_RESBT
ldefine DM2_CH2_IN_DATA
'define DM2_CH2_OUT_DATA
'define DM2_INT_MASK
'define DH2_INT_STATUS
ldefine DM2_CH1_IN_DATA
'define DM2_CH1_OUT_DATA
Idefine DM2�L�CTRL
Idefine DM2_AMEL�STATUS
'define DM2_CH3_IN_DATA
'define DM2_CH3_OUT_DATA
'define DM2_ROUTE
Idefine DM2_USER_CONTROL
Idefine DM2_CONPlGURATION

Idefine BOARD_INT_STATUS

«unsigned long·) OXB0000300)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000300)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000301)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000301)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000302)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000302}
«unsigned long·) OxB0000303)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000303)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000304)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000304)
«unsigned long·) OxB000030S)
«unsigned long·) OxB000030S)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000306)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000306)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000307)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000307)
«unsigned long.) OxB0000307)

«unsigned long·) OxB0000308)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000308)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000309)
«unsigned long·) OxB0000309)
«unsigned long·) OxB000030A)
«unsigned long·) OxB000030A)
«unsigned long·) OxB000030B)
«unsigned long·) OxB000030B)
«unsigned long·) OxB000030C)
«unsigned long·) OxB000030C)
«unsigned long-) OxB000030D)
«unsigned long·) OxB000030D)
«unsigned long·) OxB000030E)
«unsigned long·) OxB000030E)
«unsigned long·) OxB000030F)
«unsigned long·) OxB000030F)
«unsigned long*) OxB000030F)

«unsigned long*) OxB000030F)
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DM2_ROUTE_DATA OXOOCOOOOO
DM2_INT_DATA OX00010000
DM2_AMEL�RESET_DATA OX00320000
DM2_OSER_CONTROL_DATA OXA4000000
DM2_CONPIGURATION_KEY OX8DPPOOOO

I� (slave DM) *1

1***************************************************************
* DM_DATA.H
* This file carries the definitions of all AID Daughter Board
* data words that are written to it. These values are subject
* to change depending upon the system setup.
****************************************************************/

1* sampling rate is set by program *1

.define

.define
'define

DM1_ROUTE_DATA OXOOOEOOOO 1* into clk (master DM) *1
DM1_INT_DATA OX00010000 1* intpt when input reg full*1
DM1_AMELI�RESET_DATA OXOOB20000 1* reset, master *1

'define
'define

.define
Idefine
.define
'define
'define

DM1_OSER_CONTROL_DATA
DM1_CONPlGURATION_KEY

OXA4000000
OX8DPPOOOO

1* prescale = 1 *1
1* unlocks AMELIA *1

1* prescale = 1 *1
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//------------------------------------------------------------------�--
// PC-C40 Data Recorder Interface
// Kevin Rush
// July 22, 1996
// record.c
1/
1/
1/
1/
/I
/I
/I
/I
/I
/I
/I
/I
// This program currently has a bottleneck when it reads in bytes from
// the LIA using ReaQ_L�words_32. As such, the biggest sampling rate
// that the PC can handle is 40 kHz.
//------------------------------------------------------�--------------

This program will download a file to CPU_A on the C40 board.
This object file will sample data from the A/D and send it back
to the PC where the PC will either display the results on the
screen, or it will write the data into a file specified by
the user.

This program makes use of expanded memory to deal with the 640 kb
barrier. Another file, ems.c, contains functions written in BASM
that allocate, deallocate and map memory address from expanded memory
to upper memory.

.

II--------------------------------------------------�------------------
/ I Header Files
//---------------------------------------------------------------------
'include <stddef.h> /* Standard definitions */
'include <alloc.h> /* Memory management headers *1
'include "\c40board\app_lib\c4xapp.h" /* NETAPI Applications library *1
'include " 'users\kevin\errors\custom.h" 1/ Customized error codes

//---------------------------------------------------------------------
// Define Constants
//---------------------------------------------------------------------
'define MAX_STRING_SIZE 30
'define MAX_FILENAME_SIZE 30

Idefine
'define

MEM_SEGMENT_SIZE 65536
ELEMENT_SEGMENT_SIZE MEILSEGMENT_SIZElsizeof (unsigned long)

II Set Stack Size if using BORLAND C
tifdef _BORLANDC_
extern unsigned _stklen = Ox4000U;
#endif

1/---------------------------------------------------------------------
// Function Prototypes
/ I ---- - ------- -- ------- -------.-------- ----- -----------------------.-----

-void checkReturnCode(unsigned int returnCode);
int ChooseProcessor(cnar *proc_name, char * default_proc_name);
void OnlyOneProcessor (char * proc_name, char * default_proc_name);
int GetlnputFrOmKeyboard (char * inputString);
void ChooseString (char * inputString, char * defaultString);
void NeedMemory( void ** buffer, unsigned long chunkOfBytes );

int
int
int
int
int
unsigned int
int

TestEMS (void);
GetNumPages (void);
AllocateEMS ( int numPages );
ReleaseEMS ( int memHandle );
MapEMSPage ( int memHandle, char pagelnFrame, int logicalPage );
GetPageFrameSegmentAddress ( void );
NeedEMSMemory( long int numBytes, int * memHandle );

/1-------------------------------------------------------------�-------
. I I Main Program
/1---------------------------------------------------------------------
void main (void)
{

1/ Declaration of variables
unsigned int ret;
unsigned long int_status;

1/ Error status from C40
II Data present status register

char
char
PROC_ID

proc_name[MAX_STRING_SIZE);
default_proc_name[) = { "CPU_A" };
*handle;

char
char

objectfile[HAX_STRING_SIZE);
defaultCOFF[) = { "record40.out" };
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char
char
FILE

unsigned long

unsigned long
unsigned long

unsigned long
unsigned long
unsigned long
unsigned long
float
unsigned long

unsigned long

int
int
int
int
int
int
char
char
unsigned long

unsigned int

struct time

datafile[MAX_STRING_SIZE];
defaultDatafile[] = { ·voice.snd· };
*datafilePtr;

i; I I Loop counter

I I Buffer to swap EMS memory from.
II temporary data store

*buffer;
*tempBuffer;

numberofElements;
samplingRate;
*dataLength;
elementsLeft;

numberOfSeconds;
numberOfChannels; II

I I Memory variables
II (Hz)

II time to collect data
number of mics to record from

*num; II temporary data store

*memHandle;
numPages;
logicalPage;
pagesLeft;
err;
emsPresent;
pagesThisFrame;
pagelnFrame;
temp;

I I Expanded memory (EMS) variables

II Error message return code
II TRU! if expanded memory present
II These are 8 bit numbers, not
II characters

seg; / I Segment of upper memory buffer

tl,t2;

1/ Clear the screen

clrscr();

II Get the name of the processor to download COFF program onto

printf(·This program works on Site A only\n·);
printf(·Enter processor name [Default = A]: .);
ChooseString(proc_name,default_proc_name);
ret = ChooseProcessor (proc_name, defaul t_proc_name) ;
checkReturnCode(ret);
OnlyOneprocessor(proc_name, default_proc_name);

II Reboot the C40 network
printf(·'nRebooting the C40 network ••••• };
ret = Global_Network_Reboot();
checkReturnCode(ret);
printf ( ·OK·) ;

/1 Open processor specified
printf(·\nOpening processor %s .••.• ·,proc_name);
ret=Open_Processor_ID(&handle,proc_name,NULL);
checkReturnCode(ret);
printf (·OK·);

II Get name of object file to load onto the C40 board
printf( ·\nCOFF object file to load ['s]: ·,defaultCOFF );
ChooseString(objectfile, defaultCOFF);

1/ Get name of file to store input data

printf( "\DEnter data storage filename ['s]: ",defaultDatafile );
ChooseString(datafi�e, defaultDatafile);

II Load and start the C40 prOgram
printf( ·\nLoading C40 program 's ••.• ·, objectfile );
ret=Load_And_Run_File_LIA(handle,objectfile);
checkReturnCode(ret);

.

printf ("OK" ) ;

II Enter number of channels to record
printf("\nEnter number of channels to record: ");
scanf("'lu",&numberOfChannels);

I I Enter desired sampling frequency of the AID
printf (. \nEnter desired sampling frequency (Hz): ");
scanf("'lu",&samplingRate);

1/ Enter number of seconds you wish to record or playback for
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printf("\nExpanded memory manager not installed!!I");
exit(-l);

printf("\nBnter amount of sound to record (s): ");
scanf("'f",&numberOfSeconds);

II Calculate the number of data samples to read from the AID
numberOfElements = samplingRate*numberOfSeconds;
printf ("Number of elements to record = 'lu", numberofElements) ;

II Test to see if Expanded Memory Manager exists on the system
emsPresent = TestEMS();
if ( emsPresent == FALSE )
{

II Allocate expanded memory using EMS functions
II NOTE: This function allocates in chunks of 16kb (a page)
numPages '" NeedEMSMemory( numberOfChannels*numberOfllements*sizeof(unsigned long),

memHandle ); .

.

if ( numPages == -1 )
(

printf("\nCould not allocate expanded memorylll·);
exit(-l);

}
printf("\nNumber of pages allocated: 'i",numPages);

I I Send the sampling frequency to the C40
ret = Write_L�Words_32(handle,l, &samplingRate);
checkReturnCode(ret);
printf("\nSent sampling rate to C40 = 'lu",samplingRate);
ret = Read_L�Words_32(handle,l,num);
checkReturnCode(ret);
printf("\nConfirm sampling rate = 'lu",*num);
if ( *num 1= samplingRate )
(

printf("\nCommunication Error with C40111")t
exit(-l);

}

II Confirm number of elements to send to the C40
ret = Write_L�Words_32 (handle, 1, &numberofllements);
checkReturnCode(ret);
printf ( "\nSent total number of data samples to acquire '" 'lu·, numberofElements) ;
II Icho the data_length to see .if DSP reads it correctly
ret = Read_L�Words_32 (handle, 1, dataLength);
checkReturnCode(ret);
printf ( "\nConfirm number of data samples to acquire = 'lu ", *dataLength) ;
if ( *dataLength 1= numberofElements )
(

printf(W\nCommunication Error with C4011!W);
exit(-l) ;

II Get hex sampling rate from C40
ret = Read_L�Words_32(handle#1#num);
checkReturnCode(ret);
printf("\nSampling Rate Hex = 'lx ",*num);

II Get the address of the page frame segment in upper memory to
II swap with portions of expanded memory
seg = (unsigned) GetPageFrameSegmentAddress();
if ( seg == 0 )
{

.

printf (W \nInvalid address to write to III W) ;
exit(-l);

}
buffer = MK_FP(seg,O); II make this segment the segment of the buffer

II MAIN LOOP
II Read in samples from the AID and writes them to UPPer memory
II The expanded memory functions then swap this segment
II This loop should be made as quick as possible
elementsLeft = numberofChannels*numberOfElements; II initialize variables
pagesLeft = numPages;
10gicalPage = 0;
i = 0;
gettime(&t1);
while ( elementsLeft
{

II Map the memory in EMS to a page frame in upper memory
if·( (i == ILEMENT_SEGMENT_SIZI/4) II (i == 0) )11 if on 16k boundary
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printf("nError mapping EMS');
exit(-l);

{
II Map a 16k page of extended memory to upper memory
err = MapBMSpage( *memHandle, 0, logicalPage I;

.

if ( err == -1 )
{

}
logicalPage ++;
pagesLeft --;
i = 0;

}
II This is

do
{

actually what I want to do everytime I read in a number
II keep polling to see if data received from DSP

int_status = inpw(INT_STA'l'US_FLAG);
}
while ( (-int_status & A_RBC_DAT"'-FULL) );

II Data was received from the DSP, so read that data
ret = Read....LI"'-Words_32 (handle, 1, (buffer + i»;
IlcheckReturnCode(ret);

.

i++;
elementsLeft--;

}
gettime(&t2);
printf("ntl = 'ld t2 = 'ld', (long) (t1.ti_sec*1000L+t1.ti_hund*10L),

(long)
(t2.ti_sec*1000L+t2.ti_hund*10L»;
printf( "nOone recordinglll' I;

II Now take the data from memory and write to the hard drive
II We don't really care about speed here
printf( "nTransferring files from expanded memory to ,s •••• ·,datafile );
datafilePtr = fopen ( datafile, 'w'); II Open text file for writing
printf("nOpened datafile for writing'l;
printf("nNumber of channels: 'lu', numberOfChannels );

if datafileptr == NULL )
{

printf( "nUnable to write to discI');
err = ReleaseBMS (*memHandle);
exit(-l);

}

fprintf( datafilePtr, "n'lu', numberOfChannels );
fprintf( datafilePtr, "n'lu', samplingRate );
fprintf( datafilePtr, "n'lu'; numberOfBlements );
printf("nWrote sound file headerl');

II Read from EMS to the text disc file
elementsLeft = numberOfChannels*numberOfElements;
pagesLeft = numPages;
logicalPage = 0;
i = 0;
II Map the memory in EMS to a page frame in upper memory
while ( elementsLeft )
{

if (i == BLEMBNT_SBGMENT_SIZB/4) II (i == 0) )11 if on 64k boundary
{

err = MapEMSPage( *memHandle, 0, 10gicalPage );
if ( err == -1 )
{

printf ( • 'nError mapping BMS');
'exit(-l) ;

}
logicalPage ++ ;
pagesLeft --;
i = 0;

}
II Write the samples out to a data file
fprintf( datafilePtr, "n'i', (int) * (buffer+i) );
i++;
elementsLeft--;

II Free up the memory used by EMS
err = ReleaseBMS(*memHandle);

II Close the data ·file
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case ('A'):
case ('a' I:

strcpy(proc_name, ·CPU�·I:
errorcode = RC-NO_ERROR:

break:

fclose( datafilePtr I:
printf(·'nClosed the sound filel·):

II Close the C40 network
ret=Close_Processor_IO(handlel:
checkReturnCode(ret):
Clear�ll_Lib_Memory(l:

II end of main()

11-------------------------------------------------------------------
I I Functions
11-------------------------------------------------------------------

II Takes input from the keyboard a character which represents which
I I processor the user wants to run the program on. It modifies this
II pointer to the full name of the processor, and returns an error code
I I value.
int ChooseProcessor(char *proc_name, char * default_proc_name)
{
int errorCode:

switch ( *proc_name
(

case ('S'):
case ('b'):
strcpy(proc_name, ·CPU_S·):
errorCode = RC-NO_ERROR:

break:

case ('C' I:
case ('c'):

strcpy(proc_name, ·CPU_C·):
errorCode = RC-NO_ERROR:

break;

case ('0'):
case ('d'):

strcpy(proc_name, ·Cpu_O·);
errorCode = RC-NO_ERROR,

break;

default: II If an invalid choice is entered, go to default processor
strcpy(proc_name, default_proc_name);
errorcode = NO_SUCH_PROCESSOR:

break:
.

}
return ( errorcode );

II This function forces the processor to be the default processor
void OnlyOneProcessor (char * proc_name, char * default_proc_name)
(

printf(·'nDefaulting to processor %s·, default_proc_name);
strcpy(proc_name,default_proc_name);

IIThis is similar to scanf in that it reads a string, but it returns
II the number of characters it reads (including <RETURN> I
int GetInputFromKeyboard (char * inputStringl
{

char
int

keyboard = 0:
numberOfCharacters = 0:

do
{

keyboard = getche ( ) I
*(inputString + numberOfCharacters) = keyboard:
numberOfCharacters++;
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while ((keyboard != '\r') && (numbarOfCharacters < MAX_STRING"':SIZE-l»;

return (numberOfCharacters);
}

II This function calls GetInputFromKeyboard to get a string.
II <RETURN> causes the default file to be the file specified.
void ChooseString (char * inputString, char * defaultString)
(

int numbarOfCharacters = 0;

numberOfCharacters = GetInputFromKeyboard(inputString);

if ( numberOfCharacters == 1 )
.

II If return was pressed, use default
(
strcpy(inputString, defaultString);

else II Put a null character at end of the string
{
nwnberOfCharacters--;
*(inputString + numbarOfCharacters) = NULL;

}
}
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NeedBMSMemory( long int numBytes, int * memHandle ):

//---_._-----------------------------------------------------._-----
// Expanded Memory (EMS) Control Functions
// Kevin Rush
// August 23, 1996
// ems.c
/I
// This program contains functions for accessing expanded memory
// in a PC. These functions are used in the PC sampler interface.
//------------------------------------------------------------------

//-------------------------�----�-----------------------------------
// Definitions
//-----------------------�--------------------------------------�---
#def ine TRUE 1
.define FALSE 0

//------------------------------------------------------------------
// Function Prototypes
//------------------------------------------------------------------
int TestEMS (void):
int GetNumPages (void):
int AllocateEMS ( int numPages ):
int ReleaseEMS ( int memHandle ):
int MapEMSPage ( int memHandle, char pageInFrame, int logicalPage ):
unsigned int· GetPageFrameSegmentAcidress ( void );

int

//------------------------------------------------------------------
// Functions
{/------------------------------------------------------------------

// This function checks to see whether the Expanded Memory Manager is
// installed and whether or not it is functional
// If it is installed, it returns a value of TRUE
// If it is not installed, it returns a value of FALSE
int TestEMS (void)
{

int EMSlnstalled s FALSE;
char *EMSNames"EMMXXXXO" ;

asm {
PUSH
LOS
MOV
MOV
!NT
POP
JC
}

emsfoundl:
asm

MOV
MOV
NOV
!NT
JC
}

.DS
OX, EMSName
AH, 3Dh
AL, 0
21h

os
noEMS

ax, AX
AH, 44h
AL, 07h
21h
closeEMS

emsfound2:
asm {
CMP AL, OFFh
JNB closeEMS
}
EMSInstallea s TRUE;

closeEMS:
// Close EMS Device Driver

asm {
MOV AH,3Eh
!NT 21h
}
// This determines whether the EMM is functional
asm {
MOV AH,40h
.!NT 67h
CMP AH, 0
JE EMSOk
}
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noEMS:
EMSOk:

AH, 42h
67h
AH, 0
error

}
return ( EMSInstalled );

II This function gets the number of 16k pages available in expanded memory
II No error ---> returns number of 16k pages available in EMS
II Error ---> returns -1
int GetNumPages ( void )
{

asm {
MOV
INT
CMP
JNE
}
return

error:
return ( -1 );

_ex );

II This function allocates a specified number of 16k pages in expanded
I I memory, and returns a handle to that memory
II Input ---> number 16k pages to allocate in EMS
I I OUtput
II No error ---> handle to the memory allocated in EMS
I I Error ---> returns 0
int AllocateEMS ( int numPages
{

asm
MOV AH, 43h
MOV BX, numPages
INT 67h
CMP AH, 0
JNE error

}
return _OX );

error-:

return 0 ) ;
}

I I This function releases allocated expanded memory
II Must call this function when you are done with expanded memory block.
II If there are no errors it returns 1
/1 If there are errors it returns -1
int ReleaseEMS ( int memHandle )
{

asm {
MOV
MOV
INT
CMP
JNE
}
return

error:
return

AH, 45h
OX, memHandle
67h
AH,O
error

1 );

-1 );

II This function is used after allocating expanded memory
1/ It takes as arguments the handle obtained from AllocateEMS,
// the specific 16k page within a 64k page frame (0,1,2,3), and
// the 16k page number of expanded memory
// No errors ---> returns 1
// Errors ---> returns -1
int MapEMSPage ( int memHandle, char pageInFrame, int logicalPage )
{

asm {
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
INT
CMP
mE

AH, 44h
OX, memHandle
AL, pageInFrame
BX, logicalPage
67h
AH,O
error
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asm {
MOV
INT
CMP
JNE
}
return

AR, 41h
67h
AR, 0
error

return 1);

error:
return -1 );

}

II This function gets the address of the page frame segment in upper
II memory where you can access the expanded memory
II No errors ---> returns Page Frame Segment Address
II Errors ---> returns 0
unsigned int GetPageFrameSegmentAddress ( void )
(

_BX );

error:
return 0);

/I
/I
II
/I
II OUtput
II No Error ---> returns number of 16k pages allocated
II Error ---> returns -1
int NeedEMSMemory( long int numBytes, int * memHandle )
{

This function allocates EMS memory.
Input arguments

.

number of bytes wanting to
integer pointer to store a

allocate
handle to the allocated memory

int
long int
int

numPages;
numEMSBytesAvail;
numPagesAlloeated;

numPages = GetNumPages(); II Total nUmber of 16k pages available
numEMSBytesAvail = numPages*65536/4; II Total number of bytes avail

if
{

}

(numBytes > numEMSBytesAvail) II (numPages == -1) )

return ( -1 ); II Could not allocate specified amount

else
{

numPagesAllocated = (int) (numBytes*4/65536) + 1;
*memHandle = AllocateEMS(numPagesAllocated);
if ( *memHandle == 0 )
{

return ( -1 );
}

}
return ( numPagesAllocated );
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Prints appropriate error message
and exits if error. Returns if
no error. Adapted from
Print_Error_Code

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1

/******************************************************/
1* chkerror. e
1* Function
1*
1* Purpose
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
I * Parameters
1*
1*
1* Returns
1*

: checkReturnCode

1 Error message returned from
C4XAPP library functions.

None

1**** ******** *- ** ******* ******* .. ************** ********.* I
'include O\c40board\app_lib\c4xapp.ho
# include O\users\kevin\errors\custom.ho

void checkReturnCode(UINT error_code)
{

switch (error_code)
{

case RC�O_ERROR:
break;

case RC_lNVALID_MODULE_ID:
printf(O\nError message is RC_INVALID_MODULE_ID\nO);
printf(OThe module id given is not within the valid range.\nO);
exit (-1) ;

break;

case RC_TlMEOUT:
printf(O\nError message is RC_TIMEOUT\nO);
printf(OA function has been unable to complete.\nO);
exit(-l) ;

break;

case RC_INVALID_ADDRESS:
printf(O\nError message is RC_lNVALID_ADDRESS\nO);
printf(OThe memory address given is out of range.\nO);
exit (-1) ;

break;

case RC_CANNOT_OPEN_PILE:
printf(O\nError message .is RC_CANNOT_OPEN_PILE\nO);
printf{"The file name suPPlied cannot be found. \nO) ;

exit (-1·) ;
break;

case RC_lNVALID_FORMAT: .

printf(O\nError message is RC_lNVALID_PORMAT\nO);
printf(OThe boot file opened is not a COFP file.\nO);
exit(-l) ;

break;

case RC_MEMLACCESS_ERROR:
printf(O\nError message is RC-MEM_ACCESS_ERROR\nO);
printf(OThe memory read or write requested could not be performed.\nO);
exit(-l);

break;

case RC�O_MODULES:
printf(O\nError message is RC�O_MODULES\nO);
printf(OThe target board has no modules resident upon it.\nO);
exit(-l) ;

break;

case RC_TARGET_ERROR:
printf(O\nError message is RC_TARGET_ERROR\nO);
printf (OThe JTAG scan chain could not communicate with the target\nO);
printf (Oprocessor. The Processor has probably crashed and must be\n° ).;
printf(Oreset and then rebooted.\nO);
exit(-l);

break;

case RC_INVALID_REGISTE�ID:
printf(O\nError message is RC_lNVALID_REGISTER_ID\nO);
printf(OThe register supplied to read to or be written from,is not\nO);

printf(Ovalid.\nO);
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exit (-1) 1
break;

case RC_PROC_RUNNING:
printf(O\nError message is RC_PROC_RUNNING\nU);
printf(·The target processor is running.\nO);
axit(-l);

break;

case RC_PROC_STOPPED:
printf(O\nEror message is RC_PROC_STOPPED\n·);
printf(OThe target processor has.been stopped\nO);
exit(-l);

break;

point. \nO);

case RC_B�ERROR:
printf(·\nError message is RC_�ERROR\nO);
printf(OA JTAG error has occured while trying to perform a break

exit(-l) 1
break;

case RC_SINGLE_STEP_ERROR:
printf(O\nError message is RC_SINGLE_STEP_ERROR\nO);
pr.intf(OA JTAG error occured while trying to perform a single\nO);
printf(Ostep.\nO);
exit (-1) 1

break;

case RC_COND_EXEC_ERROR:
printf(O\nErro% message is RC_COND_EXEC_ERROR\nO);

printf(OA JTAG error occured while trying to perform a

condi tl. 'al \n a ) ;
printf(oexecution.\nO);
exit (-1) ;

break,

case RC_ �AL1D_SEC_PORT�DR:
p� ,tf(O\nError message is RC_INVALID_SEC_PORT_ADDR\nO);

� �ntf(OThe second host 10 connection supplied in the NETAPI.CFG\no);
print ,ofile is invalid.\nO);
exit(- ....

break;

case RC_SOFTWARE_� �ET_ERROR:
printf(0\nE1. �r message is RC_SOPTNARE_RESET_ERROR\nO);
printf(°An un... �overable error occured during the reset\n·);
printf ( • functio. -, \n a ) ;
exit (-1) ;

break;

require\nO) ;

case RC_PROC_STILL_RUNNING:
printf(O\nError messag is RC_PROC_STILL_RUNNING\n·);
printf(·The target proc�'sor is still running. JTAG functions

printf(Othat the processor is stopped (using\nO);
printf(OSTOP(processor_iden\.l.ty_handle»before they can be run.\n·);
exit (-1) ;

break;

case RC�T_F1LE�OT_FOUND:
printf("\nError message is RC�ET_�ILE�OT_FOUND\n·);
printf("The netapi.cfg file can not be found.\nO);
exit(-l);

break;

case RC_tmABLE_'l'O_ALLOCJdEM:
printf(O\nError message is RC_tJNABLE_TO_ALLOCJdEM\nO);
printf(·The program was unable to allocate sufficient memory to

store\nO) ;
printf(·all of the required information. Try freeing more memorY and\n·);
printf(Othen running the program again.\n·);
exit(-l);

break;

case RC_CONFIG_F1LE_ERROR:
printf(·\nError message is RC_CONFIG_FILE_ERROR\nO);
printf("An error has been detected while reading the NETAPI.CFG

file.\n·);
printf(OA suitable error message will be printed if this is within\nO);
printf(Othe netapi.cfg file reader. This can also occur if a\n·);



printf("processor name given in the bo�dxxx.cfg files is not in the\n");
printf ("netapi.cfg file. \n") ;
exit (-1) ;

break;

case RC_INVALID_PROCESSOR_ID:
printf("\nError message is RC_INVALIO_PROCESSOR_lD\n");
printf("The processor identity number found within the library\n");
printf("functions is outside the valid range. This will occur\n");
.printf("if the processor name supplied by the user does not exist\n");
printf("in the netapi.cfg file.\n");
exit(-l);

.

break;

case RC_DSP_ERROR:
printf("\nError message is RC_DSP_ERROR\n");

printf("The target DSP processor has failed to respond to the\n");
printf("request from the host PC. The processor has most likely\n");
printf("stapped running.\n");
exit(-l);

break;

case RC_ZERO_BLOCK_SIZE:
printf("\nError message is RC_ZERO_BLOCK-SIZE\n");

printf("An error has been found within the COFF file. A code\n");
printf("block size of zero has been found.\n");
exit(-l) ;

break;

case RC_DP�OVERRUN:
printf ( "\n Error message is RC_DP�OVERRtJN\n");
printf ("The memory read or write operation .is trying to read/write\n");
printf("to memory locations that are not within the dual port RAM.\n");
exit(-l) ;

break;

case RC_INVALID_FUNCTION:
printf("\nError message is RC_INVALID_FUNCTION\n");
printf("The requested functionality is not supported for the\n");
printf(Atarget processor. For example try to use LIA operations\n");
printf("on a DPC/C40B board will return this error code.\n");
exit(-l);

.

break;

case RC_UNKNOWN_MODULE_TYPE:
printf("\nError message is RC_UNKNOWN-"ODULE_TYPE\n");

printf(AThe module type given in the NETAPI.CFG file is not\n");
printf("recognised as a valid module type.\n");

exit(-l) ;
break;

case RC_INVALID_PATH_TO_DSP:
printf("\nError message is RC_INVALID_PATH_TO_DSP\n");
printf("A communication port path can not be found to the target\n");

printf("processor from the host PC. The target processor can not\n");
printf ("be booted. \n") ;
exit (-1) ;

break;

case RC_PATH_ALREADY_LOADED:
printf("\nError message is RC_PATH_ALREADY_LOADEO\n");
printf("The path from the host PC to the target processor \n");
printf("has already been booted. The boot can not therefore\n");
printf("be routed to the target processor.\n");
exit(-l);

break;

case RC_INVALID_BOARD_TYPE:
printf("\nError message is RC_INVALID_BOARD_TYPE\n");
printf("The board type given in the NETAPI.CFG file is not\n");
printf("a recognised type.\n");
exit(-l);

break;

1****************************************************************
* Kevin'S Customized Return Codes
* The definitions for these are in custom.h
*****************************************************************1

case PROCESSOR�OT_SUPPORTEO:
printf("\nError message is PROCESSOR�OT_SUPPORTED\n");
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printf("\nPlease enter a valid C40 processor name for this program");
exit(-l);

break;

case NO_SUCH_PROCESSOR:
printf("\nError message is NO_SUCH_PROCESSOR");
printf("\nThe processor name you have entered does not exist.");
II Note I am not exiting from the program.

break;

default:
printf("An UNKNOWN ERROR has occurred\n");
exit(-l);

break;
}
}/*End of function checkReturnCode*1



II Customized return
II Rest of the codes
Idefine
Idefine

codes for chkerror.c
are in c4xapp.h
PROCESSOR-NOT_SUPPORTED
NO_SUCH_PROCESSOR

Ox20
Ox21

I*****************�**********************************.************
*

* Customized Defi.nitions and Error Messages Header File
* \kevin\lia_ex\custom.h
* Kevin Rush
* August 14, 1996
*****************************************************************/
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